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DET FÖRSTA KASTET  
FOUNDATION, INSPIRATION, AND THANK YOU 

What a year 2014 was. More clubs are 

popping up all over. The 20th World 

Championship. 140 tournaments alone 

in Belgium. Inaugural Kid Kubb. The 

release of the film Game of Throws and 

book How Kubb Saved My Life. And so 

much more, including a fiEh anniver-

sary for Kubbna-on Magazine. Here in 

the U.S., it seems like the future of 

kubb is in great hands, as newer kubb 

clubs are star-ng and/or becoming 

more ac-ve. Clubs like Lake County, 

Keystone, Sterling/Rock Falls, Kalama-

zoo, Buffalo, Menomonie, Ely, and oth-

ers. It is easy to see that a solid founda-

-on had been built here in the Upper 

Midwest and various other places around the world. At the same -me, 

we are even more connected. It is a founda-on that allows people to 

play, compete, communicate, and innovate as much as they want. 

 

The cover this year is a picture of Niklas Ahlgren (team Elefantbajs 

2000) holding a kubb the way he inkasts. The picture is from Summer 

2012. When he first sent me the photo back then, it had a huge impact 

on me for the growth of the game. For me, this picture says a lot, and 

highlights a lot of ar-cles in the 2015 Kubbna-on Magazine. It shows 

the globaliza-on and cross-pollina-on of na-ons of the game...the U.S. 

Championship shirt on Gotland and him willing to wear the shirt and 

send me an email with it. It shows technique…I remember the first -me 

I saw this picture with him holding the kubb with his big paw around 

the kubb. It shows part of the process of kubb growing on Gotland and 

more people knowing about Gotland. It shows success…as Niklas is a 

past World Champion and mul-ple World podium finisher. It shows 

culture…as kubb is part of the culture of Gotland, and Niklas also plays 

another Gotland tradi-onal sport called pärk. We don’t communicate 

every day, but I greatly value the rela-onship I have with Niklas, and 

mee-ng him this past year in Rone was wonderful. 

A major thing that has inspired me to con-nue to work passionately 

alongside others in our community to work to grow the game locally is 

Owe Ronström’s 2008 ar-cle about kubb on Gotland. The ar-cle is a 

mixture of several things that I am interested in. I found the ar-cle  

fascina-ng. It was a catalyst to dozens of ques-ons I have had since I 

read the ar-cle in 2009. Many of those ques-ons were asked to Sören 

Wallin, whose  rela-onship has also been a significant impact and    

inspira-on for me. A couple years ago, I asked Sören if he knew    

someone that could write an ar-cle about the history of the game. This 

year, Sören agreed to write it. There are already more ques-ons.  

 

Back in 2012, we did an ar-cle about the inkas-ng technique called the 

drill. It focused on everything about the drill, but more visualiza-on of 

how people hold the kubb was needed. This year, we did a photo    

ar-cle showing how 21 different players hold the kubb when they use 

the drill technique. The interviews with Chad Bevers and Chaska Kubb 

could have been twice as long, as there are so many more ques-ons 

we would have liked to ask. You cannot help but be inspired when 

reading the ar-cle about kubb in Switzerland. And there is a lot more.  

 

I would forever regret if I didn’t take room to say thanks to some     

people regarding the Claire Mni-2014 trip to the 2014 World          

Championship. A lot goes into a trip from the U.S. to Sweden. Thanks to 

our hosts in Stockholm, Gotland, Oskars-Kroksjö, and Karlskrona. The  

Silver is part yours. To my teammates Aaron, Cole, David, Eric, and 

Scott, thanks for every minute. Lastly, thank you to my family...both 

here in the U.S. and in Sweden...present and past.  

 

Here is to an even more amazing year of kubb this next year.  
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Yes, there really is a Kalamazoo. And more importantly, yes, there 

really is a Kalamazoo Kubb! The club started as nothing more than a 

few backyard gamers who had their love of recrea-onal sports and 

yard games stolen by this new funky game called kubb. As with 

anything new and cool within the group, they became quickly obsessed 

with it. Not being able to find kubb sets in stores meant many of them 

had to find other ways to con-nue the new obsession. It wasn’t long 

before we realized that kubb was on YouTube and everyone was being 

introduced to a whole new level of fascina-on with the game.  

 

At this point, it seemed that every -me the group would get together 

to play kubb, someone had found a new rule or interpreta-on of a rule 

that completely changed their understanding of how to play the game. 

Jesse Fraim remembers the first -me he played.  

 

“At the -me, it was okay to throw overhand. While it wasn’t 

encouraged, it definitely was noted that you could throw overhand as 

long as you didn’t injury anyone. This rule myth 

was researched and debunked when we 

discovered usakubb.org and their set of rules. 

We scoured through the rule book, quickly 

absorbing what we could. We had to break the 

news that you had to throw downed base 

kubbs from the baseline every -me, and not 

from the advantage line. Later, we learned of 

rule revela-ons such as you must have both 

feet in bounce and you have to throw at the 

king from the baseline, no maTer what. Much 

later we all had to have a serious conversa-on 

on what cons-tutes an illegal throw…

something I think all clubs and tournaments s-ll 

argue about to this very day.” Jesse explained. 

 

There were a select few who played more and 

took it more serious than the other members of the group. They 

experimented with new drilling techniques learned through YouTube, 

tested new strategies during gameplay, and developed different types 

of shots for different situa-ons in the game. Along the way they were 

introduced to Eric Anderson, Team Knockerheads, the Kubbsiscles, Des 

Moines Kubb, and many other groups that had websites and videos 

promo-ng kubb.  

 

The Steven R. Anderson Kubb Set Grant was a turning point for the 

Kalamazoo club. Jesse, aEer listening to Eric talk about the Kubb Set 

Grants on Fox Valley Kubb Radio, decided to apply. GeUng a couple of 

official tournament sets gave members of the club more chances to 

play the game. Before, the club only had two sets to share between 20 

or so people. They played whenever they had a good excuse to get 

together, but that didn’t always include everyone in the group. The 

Anderson Kubb Set Grant doubled the amount of sets we had. Now at 

least four different families had a set that they could take with them 

wherever they went. It enabled impromptu 

kubb games anywhere there was enough space 

for a pitch. Kalamazoo Kubb played in the sand 

on the shores of Lake Michigan, in the snow in 

front of members’ houses, and on a small patch 

of grass while tailga-ng for football games. 

Basically, the group played anywhere it is 

possible to play kubb. However, nothing 

compared to playing in Eau Claire, Wisc. in July. 

 

It wasn’t long aEer winning the kubb grant sets 

that member Jesse Fraim vowed he’d be 

heading to Wisconsin for the na-onal 

championship. He wanted to take people and 

compete, but he was willing to make the long 

trip just to be a fan. It didn’t take much to 

convince a few others (Alan Bobalik, 

By: Jesse Fraim - Kalamazoo, MI 

Christopher Jones - Kalamazoo, MI 
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Christopher Jones and Joey Wood) to join him. That’s the story of how 

The SeTlers of Baton came to make their debut at the 2014 U.S. 

Na-onal Kubb Championship.  

 

Leading up to the tournament, the four member team casually 

prac-ced in various backyards and somewhat joked about their main 

objec-ve being just to win a single game at the tournament. Not to 

win two out of three games in a match, but to win a single game in a 

match. July finally came and it was off to Eau Claire. The SeTlers of 

Baton packed up the car and headed out on the seven and a half hour 

journey west. They arrived Friday night and headed to the soccer 

fields for some last minute prac-ce. Prac-ce quickly turned into 

gawking at players and teams they had only seen on YouTube.    

 

On Saturday morning, the team warmed up and prepared for their 

first match of the day. Jesse asked Tournament Director Eric Anderson 

a few ques-ons on legal throwing, and that’s when things got a liTle 

scary. Even though we had done our best to read and understand the 

rules, there were a few things the players weren’t doing in an exactly 

legal way. It turns out half of the team had a throwing a style that 

would oEen end up as an illegal throw. Christopher Jones and Jesse 

Fraim needed to make a huge change—mere minutes before the 

tournament started. 

 

Never-the-less, The SeTlers of Baton pulled off a first game win. With 

that, they had already completed their tournament goal. The new 

objec-ve became to win a match. This soon became, win a round in 

the bracket, and con-nued un-l the team was finally eliminated in the 

round of 32 during a third game of the match that had 10 kubbs in 

play. 

 

Upon returning from na-onals, there was a lot of energy and 

excitement. The guys wanted Kalamazoo Kubb to become something 

more than just some friends playing in their backyards. Their 

interac-ons with tournament organizers and teams outside the state 

made them realize that Kubb was quickly growing, but they could s-ll 

be involved in growing the game. Christopher Jones designed an 

official logo, the club’s social media was more ac-ve than ever before, 

and the dormant blog was being posted to again. It was the beginning 

of a huge push to expand the club’s reach into the community. 

 

Members started playing in area parks every Wednesday night and 

people started to come up and ask ques-ons about the game. There 

was more interest being generated in Kalamazoo than ever before. 

The excitement of na-onals lasted through the summer. In the fall, 

The SeTlers of Baton represented “The Zoo” in Des Moines, Iowa for 

the Fall Kubb Klassic. Each exposure to the greater kubb community 

ins-lled a desire to grow the sport and club in Michigan. 

 

In an effort to promote the club, Kalamazoo Kubb hosted “KUBBQ” (a 

barbeque with kubb) a few weeks aEer Des Moines. Bringing 

Kalamazoo together with new friends from all across Michigan, the 

event was a success. The club could tell that their efforts were star-ng 

to lead to something even bigger. 

 

Even while at the na-onal tournament, there was talk amongst the 

members about hos-ng their own tournament. It’s been in the works 

for a while, and there is s-ll much more work to be done, but it’s with 

great pleasure that Kalamazoo Kubb announces the 2015 Kubb in the 

Zoo tournament. It is planned to take place in Kalamazoo, Mich. on 

June 13, 2015. There will be more informa-on available on their 

website, www.kalamazookubb.com, and social media soon. 

 

In just a short -me Kalamazoo Kubb has changed quite a bit. It started 

as a small group of friends and has steadily grown its presence both 

online and in the community. It hopes to con-nue the momentum in 

2015. Kubb’s official moTo, that it “unites people and creates peace 

on Earth,” certainly rings true in Kalamazoo. The members have seen 

first hand how posi-ve and impacXul kubb can be on a community. 

They’ve seen Eau Claire, Des Moines, and many other communi-es 

con-nue the momentum with growing kubb and now Kalamazoo is 

proud to be a part of it. 

KALAMAZOO KUBB 
Michigan’s First Kubb Club 
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Se5lers of Baton  (Christopher Jones) 



 

Where do you live?  

Braa: Chaska, MN 

Erdman: Prior Lake, MN  

Goetstouwers: Lamberton, MN 

Oman: Amery, WI 

 

Where were you born?  

Braa: Luverne, MN 

Erdman: Born in God's country, Eau Claire, WI. 

Goetstouwers: Antwerp, Belgium 

Oman: Amery, WI 

 

Job and hobbies outside of kubb?  

Braa: Teaching math, mountain biking, hockey, lacrosse, and other  

ac-vi-es with my son 

Erdman: Middle School 8th Grade Earth Science Teacher. I'm a rock 

hound, geology is a passion of mine, and enjoy anything outdoors. I 

enjoy camping and making it up the North Shore of Lake Superior. Oh 

yeah, kubb as well.  

Goetstouwers: 5-12 Principal at Red Rock Central School District in 

Lamberton, MN.  I really enjoy rolle bolle, tennis, ping pong and soccer. 

Oman: 8th grade science teacher and middle school wrestling coach, 

Amery Middle School. Self-employed landscaper in the summer 

months. 

 

What year did you start playing kubb?  

Braa: 2008 

Erdman: Last February (2014), at the Loppet tournament was the first 

-me I played compe--vely. I had prac-ced with the Chaska guys about 

10 -mes prior to playing there and maybe 10 -mes individually. Ford 

and I as Kubbanite -ed for 5th, and I was hooked.  

Goetstouwers: 2011 

Oman: I started prac-cing for the first -me in July of 2013. My brother 

John Oman called me up a week before the 2013 US Na-onal        

Championship because he needed someone to prac-ce with. My first 

tournament was the 2013 North American 1v1 Championship. 

 

Who introduced you to the game?  

Braa: Jason Larson 

Erdman: JP sent out an email at school to see if anyone would like to 

learn the game. It was a gneiss day out and I thought why not. I went 

and threw, knocked down some kubbs with the eagle claw throw (that 

 

Ma5 Braa - Chaska, Minnesota 

  

Ma5 Erdman - Prior Lake, Minnesota 

 

Phil Goetstouwers - Lamberton, Minnesota 

  

Mark Oman - Amery, Wisconsin 

Chaska Kubb is home to two of the top teams in the U.S. The players that 

make up King Pin and X-Kubbed oEen play on different teams with each 

other throughout the year. They oEen do well, and more and more oEen 

really well. King Pin has been the third best team in the U.S., and their 

clubmates pushed them to three games in a 2014 U.S. Championship 

Quarterfinal. Among other examples, three Chaska teams finished on the 

podium at the Captain Ken’s Loppet Tournament last February in       

Minneapolis. Chaska Kubb also hosts the North American Singles    

Championship. We wanted to get inside Chaska Kubb to see what makes 

them -ck, what their goals are, 20 words that describe JP, and more.  
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INTERVIEW: CHASKA KUBB  
The Brotherhood Behind Big Blue 

Top Row: X-Kubbed: Ma5 Erdman, Ford Rolfsrud, Jeremiah Frasher, Phil Goetstouwers 

Bo5om Row: King Pin: John Oman, Ma5 Braa, Mark Oman, Jason “JP” Larson 

(Mark Oman) 
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has changed) and thought hell yeah, I got this. He asked if I wanted to 

prac-ce with the "club" team, s-ll thinking to myself, "what’s a kubb 

and there are club kubb teams?", I said sure and the journey began.  

Goetstouwers: Ford Rolfsrud 

Oman: John Oman 

 

What is a perfect sePng for a kubb match?  

Braa: Anywhere. 

Erdman: Playing Sunday morning against your kubb brothers at the U.S. 

Na-onal Championship, dreaming and hoping to make it to the        

podium. Playing against and learning from the best. 

Goetstouwers: A warm sunny day with no other responsibili-es in 

mind. 

Oman: I like to set up a pitch just about anywhere when there is -me 

to play.  It always seems a bit like a new adventure.  I always have a 

kubb set with me.  It gives me some “me” -me and offers a break from 

everything else.  It is hard to beat playing on my pitch at home sweet 

home though. 

 

What is your preferred posiDon on the team?  

Braa: I like every posi-on. This past year eight meters has been my 

strength. 

Erdman: I typically blast, but I feel that I'm versa-le enough that I'm 

comfortable throwing at shorts or 8m kubbs. Whatever needs to be 

done, I will do my best to knock them down. 

Goetstouwers: Whatever gives our team the best chance to win, but 

generally speaking, inkastare and throw first. 

Oman: I prefer to play any or all of the posi-ons where my team needs 

me the most.  If I must pick my own posi-on……I choose 8m.  I love to 

prac-ce and compete with my 8m forward rota-on.    
 

How do you determine who is on King Pin and who is on X-Kubbed?  

Goetstouwers: 2013 was based on Chaska in-house individual rankings. 

This last year was based on commitment levels, individual strengths to 

make the best two teams and best team chemistry. 

Oman: I play on King Pin.  It is a team/club decision for who is playing 

on King Pin or X-Kubbed.  I like to play with my brother John and the 

club knows it but we all enjoy playing with or against each other. 

 

The teams King Pin and X-Kubbed have had great success at the U.S. 

Championship the past two years. As a player and team, what goes 

into your preparaDon to playing in Eau Claire?   

Braa: Leading up to the tournament, we get together to prac-ce, as 

well as working on our own. 

Erdman: Lots of prac-ce against equal or greater compe--on. We are 

fortunate in Chaska that there are a lot of really good players and    

upcoming players. I think this could be said about any club team in the 

U.S. I feel every -me I play against my Chaska guys I learn something 

new and am geUng beTer as a result.  

Goetstouwers: Throughout the year, prac-ce is what I call fun training 

or just throwing some s-cks around.  Before certain tournaments, 

there is what I call focused training and the U.S. Championships       

deserves due diligence in focused training if you want to be               

compe--ve.  Since Jeremiah and I live in Lamberton and the others live 

2 ½ hours away, Jeremiah and I prac-ce together on our own            

throughout the year, but the Chaska club tries to meet up a few -mes 

before a team tournament. 

Oman: Prepara-on is a must both as an individual and as a team. In 

Chaska Kubb, we all work on improving every part of our game. We 

play a lot of 1v1 as well as team kubb.  This makes us all beTer players 

and great teammates because we can step in and help out at any        

posi-on at any -me. We each have our strengths but we work to    

complement each other. One requirement that we have to be on a 

team is to bring your funniest stories to lighten the mood. I oEen do 

things a liTle differently and in my own prepara-on for the 2014 US 

Na-onal Kubb Championship, I worked during all year to develop my 

8m forward rota-on and found it had become a strength of mine. I also 

spent a lot of -me developing my right and leE-handed drilling       

techniques.  These seemed to be the places where King Pin needed me 

the most at the -me. 

 

Why don’t we see the teams King Pin and X-Kubbed play more 

throughout the year?  

Goetstouwers: For the most part, I believe the club s-ll prefers to play 

as the minimum number of players required for a tournament as we all 

like to throw as many kastpinnars as possible.  Based on what we’ve 

seen and experienced, most of us would feel that each one of us has 

higher hit percentages when each person can hold the maximum     

batons. We like mixing it up as well, but some-mes it is just about   

logis-cs of traveling together or who we have been prac-cing the most 

with. 

 

INTERVIEW: CHASKA KUBB  
The Brotherhood Behind Big Blue 

King Pin became a household name aQer their 2013 U.S. Championship 

semifinal win over Team Knockerheads (U.S. Championship) 



 

King Pin and X-Kubbed played each other in the 2014 U.S.               

quarterfinals on Sunday.  

Three words that describe what Saturday night was like?  

Braa: Gra-fying, Ribbing , X-kubbed 

Erdman: Awesome, Exci-ng, Monumental.  

Goetstouwers: Accomplishment, Bonding, Relaxed 

Oman: Calm before storm. 

 

Three words that describe what Sunday morning before the match 

was like? 

Braa: Exci-ng, Exci-ng, Exci-ng 

Erdman: Relaxed, Apprehensive, Emo-onal 

Goetstouwers: Focused, Energized, Compe--ve 

Oman: Ice water veins! 

 

We here at KubbnaDon Magazine feel that there is a large and        

significant bond, or we would even say love, between teammates in 

Chaska Kubb. Is that fair to say? If so, can you tell us about it?  

Braa: Yes, we are a bunch of guys that get together and hang out, play 

Kubb, and have a couple beverages. We also share interests outside of 

kubb like teaching and mountain biking.   

Erdman: Absolutely. I look forward to geUng together with these guys 

to throw some wood. We laugh, compete, and enjoy each other’s  

company. Yes, I would say there is a brotherly love in Chaska Kubb. 

Goetstouwers: Absolutely! We love hanging out together, sharing -me 

playing, watching, discussing and analyzing a game that we love and 

root for one another throughout each tournament regardless of which 

Chaska club combina-on advances.  Plus, our overall bond as a whole is 

interwoven with individual rela-onships as brothers, friends and     

colleagues who have built many wonderful experiences, connec-ons 

and histories together.  Those experiences make for great stories and 

fun -mes when we compete. 

Oman: I love to prac-ce and compete with the boys from Chaska! It’s a 

brotherhood! When we get together to prac-ce or play, winning is  

secondary to enjoying the game but having success is part of having 

fun.  Seeing our teammates having success is also a huge 

part of having fun for us. I have been compe-ng with 

Chaska Kubb for just over a year and they accepted me 

as a friend right away.  Chaska Kubb is simply made up of 

great people that look forward to geUng together.  I 

drive nearly two hours one-way to get to Chaska just to 

prac-ce with these guys and I make the trip as oEen as I 

can. 

 

We see a lot of passion from the Chaska Kubb teams 

when you play, and we love it. Where does that come 

from? 

Braa: For me, I have always been compe--ve in anything 

I do.  From sports to board games, I play to win every 

-me and don't want to let my teammates down. 

Erdman: Our compe--ve nature. We all want to win and 

take it hard when we under perform. It allows us to self-

reflect and mo-vates us to become beTer players. 

Goetstouwers: I think when anyone digs deeper into the 

lives of our club, you will see these are all passionate 

men in general.  It’s part of our personali-es.  We are all 

extremely passionate about our families, friends, jobs, 

and of course, kubb! 

Oman: “Our passion comes from not just trying to win for one’s self, 

but from trying to help the person next to you win.  I prac-ce not win a 

trophy for myself, but I prac-ce to give my teammates a beTer chance 

to win a trophy. It is all about the person standing next to you.” You 

cannot do what you do without your teammates around you. 

 

Most people agree that over the past two years, King Pin has been 

the legiDmate third best team in the U.S. Is one of your goals to have 

King Pin or X-Kubbed be the top team in the U.S.? If so, what is it  

going to take?  

Braa: Absolutely, I think that we are moving down the right path with a 

group of guys that are con-nually pushing each other to get beTer. 

Erdman: Yes. Lots of focus, prac-ce, and being able to take a step back 

to ensure that every throw counts.  

Goetstouwers: We play to have fun and we play to compete, so       

absolutely it’s one of our goals, but not our only goal.  The last two 

years, the team I’ve been on had set four goals: 1) Have fun 2) Advance 

to Sunday 3) Make it to the podium and 4) Win the US Championship.  

It’s great to have high expecta-ons and goals, but as the level of kubb 

at the Na-onal Championships has increased exponen-ally the last few 

years, goals 2-4 have been and will con-nue to be a challenging task to 

accomplish.  As long as we can accomplish having fun (that part is 

easy), achieving the other goals are considered bonuses.    

Oman: All of Chaska Kubb Club members have the skills to play at a 

high level. It will take consistent play in all playing condi-ons to be on 

top.  We are working towards that goal.   

 

Mark Oman. You have been playing for less than two years and won 

the 2014 1 v. 1 North American Championship. Tell us about that day. 

Also, what did that mean to you?    

The next day was to be my one year anniversary of playing tournament 

kubb.  I felt well prepared going into the 2014 North American 1v1 

Championships and went in with two goals in mind.  I wanted to play as 

many of the elite players as I could as a measuring s-ck for me.  I also 

wanted to make the final eight championship bracket. I always say to 

INTERVIEW: CHASKA KUBB  
The Brotherhood Behind Big Blue 
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Rolle Bolle, a wedding cake, and his daughter flying the 

Belgium flag during the World Cup. Phil Goetstouwers 

keeps the Belgian in him wherever he goes and whatever 

he does. 

(Phil Goetstouwers) 



 

my teammates that if you can just 

make the championship brack-

et……….anything can happen.  

Winning the tournament was 

beyond what even my goals were 

that day.  It was a great day for 

me and yet very humbling at the 

same -me to have that kind of 

success.   

 

It meant a lot to me to win that 

day.  My Chaska teammates have 

taught me so much as well as 

learning from the rest of the kubb 

world too.  I also love applying 

physics to just about everything I 

do and kubb is no different.  AEer 

spending -me with a pencil,    

calculator and a few physics 

equa-ons last winter, I enjoyed 

prac-cing and developing the forward baton rota-on.  Drilling was 

also a challenge but made my spare -me much more interes-ng too.  

Having all of Chaska Kubb there that day to cheer me on as well as 

celebrate aEerwards was amazing too……….every one of these guys 

helped me get where I am at and it was really a victory for all of   

Chaska Kubb.   

 

Ma5 Bra. We have enjoyed watched you become one of the be5er 

players in Chaska Kubb and your clubmates have said that you are as 

well, and you played absolutely huge at the 2014 U.S. Championship. 

What was the recipe to gePng be5er? How much be5er do you 

want to get? 

Having fun. I play with my son at the park and we tweak the rules to 

even it out and have a great -me.  As a club, we get together as an 

en-re group to play or play one-on-one pushing each other as hard as 

we can. At tournaments, my partners and I are joking around and  

having a good -me.  

 

I feel great about my 8 meter game but I am con-nuing to work on my 

inkas-ng and blas-ng.  As long as I am playing, I am going to con-nue 

to strive to get beTer. 

Ma5 Erdman. You are originally from Eau Claire. You have played in 

the U.S. Championship and in the Chippewa Valley Kubb League 

events. Can we expect to see the same amount of you or hopefully 

see more of you in Eau Claire?  

Eau Claire has a lot of talented kubb players that I can learn a lot from, 

so yes, if I'm in the area and there is a pitch to play on, I will be there. 

I'm planning on playing in every tournament offered in Eau Claire this 

year and bringing my Chaksa brothers with. Let’s just call it the       

invasion of Big Blue. Love the compe--veness and the love of kubb 

offered in the Eau Claire scene.  

 

Phil. We here at KubbnaDon Magazine have a crush on you and a 

crush on whatever team you play for. Seriously, what makes you so 

damn cool? 

HAHA! I just make sure I surround myself with cool people.  By       

default, that makes me look cool.   

Erdman: Simply because Phil is a Belgian. He is not bashful or shy 

about talking about his awesomeness and his homeland.   

Phil: You were born in Belgium and sDll have great affecDon for the 

country.  Tell us about that affecDon you have for Belgium and how 

it is part of who you are.   

I was born and raised in Belgium -ll 1987 and moved when I was liTle 

less than 9 years old.  Besides my immediate family, all of my rela-ves 

reside in Belgium.  We moved to America against my will; had to learn 

a new language, make new friends, etc.  I’ve always been very proud 

to be a Belgian and when we first transi-oned to America, it was clear 

I was a foreigner in this country.  As -me went on, I started losing my 

accent.  I talked and looked like an American, but s-ll wanted my 

origin to be known; I painted our basketball board 

with the Belgian colors, hung up the Belgian flag 

in the dorm room, etc.  I chose not to become a 

US   ci-zen un-l 2007 when it was possible to         

automa-cally become dual ci-zen and was sworn 

in September 2008.  Prior to that, I would have 

had to sacrifice my Belgian ci-zen for a period of 

-me, which was not something I was going to do.  

Playing in the Belgian Kubb Championships is on 

my bucket list and I recently inquired about the 

ability to play in the tournament since the rules 

state you must be a Belgian.  I am s-ll wai-ng to 

hear back.     
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Ma5 Erdman with his father at the 

2014 Clash of Kubb (Ma5 Erdman) 

Chaska Kubb at the 2014 Loppet (Blind Photography) 

King Pin at the 2014 U.S. Championship (Steve Feathers) 



 

You are going to play in a three-person team format. You can pick 

any two people in the world to play with. Who do you want to play 

with?  

Braa: Anyone from Chaska Kubb. 

Erdman: Hard to say… I will first say any three-man group from my 

Chaska Club. I would be thrilled to play with any of them, any given 

day. But if I had to choose three players in the world I would say Evan 

Fitzgerald and Chad Bevers. These guys are crazy good, consistent, 

accurate, and relentless. I can only strive to one day be at the level 

that they are at. These guys set the bar high every -me they play and 

are models of an excep-onal kubb player.  

Goetstouwers: Jeremiah Frasher and Ford Rolfsrud. No maTer how 

compe--ve I get, I play to have fun and with these guys, win or lose, 

it’s guaranteed to be fun! 

Oman: I love switching team members around but the ul-mate three 

person team for me is to play with my brother John and any one of my 

other Chaska Kubb teammates. 

 

What is the best thing about kubb?  

Braa: It brings together people young and old. 

Erdman: The comradery and gracious compe--veness of the kubb 

world. Kubb has good vibes and I dig them. 

Goetstouwers: That people of any age and athle-c ability can play and 

really enjoy it. 

Oman: The best thing about kubb is the -me spent with family and 

friends……….and we have something fun to focus on while we are with 

them. 

 

If you could change one thing about kubb right now in the U.S., what 

would it be?  

Braa: I would like to see a consistent opening. 

Erdman: 2, 4, 6 opening mandatory in all tournaments. There has 

been a lot of discussion about this and I feel that this evens the     

playing field a bit and s-ll gives an advantage to the lag winner.  

 

Advantages for a 2, 4, 6 opening:  

1. You get to throw first, always an Advantage. You may knock down 

two kubbs with two batons. Advantage You need to make them 

count, if you don't it’s your own fault.  

2. Opposing team may use one or up to four batons to knock down 

the field kubb(s). They could leave a line. Advantage. They cannot win 

with 4 batons. Advantage. 

3. You are the first team to throw six batons. Advantage. As long as 

you made progress with your first two batons thrown from your    

previous turn, you have the poten-al to win the match. Advantage. 

Will this happen over-me or even one in 30 matches, no, but this 

opening s-ll has the poten-al to produce a win for the team that 

throws first. Advantage. 

 

With this opening, winning the lag s-ll maTers. (Weather condi-ons 

do play a factor in determining to take them first or side as always I 

will state. Kasson, MN is my reference). To say that there is no        

advantage to the winner of the lag in a 2, 4, 6 opening is invalid in my 

opinion. There will always be an advantage to throwing first            

regardless to the number of batons you start with. The ability to set 

the tone of the match is in your hands when you start with batons. It 

really comes down to you as a player and not the format of the     

opening. Simply make every baton throw count and kubb on. 

Goetstouwers: I would like to see more beginner or family oriented 

tournaments.   

Oman: I have experimented with different frames of reference when 

calling a helicopter baton. My conclusion is that the only accurate way 

to call a helicopter is if it is going straight away from you or directly at 

you unless it obviously hits the kubb sideways. Therefore, the thrower 

is possibly the best person to call a helicopter rather than someone 

who is not lined up to accurately see it. I would like to see more 

throwers become comfortable calling it on themselves when it       

happens.  It would make for a friendlier game. 

 

What are your goals for 2015?  

Braa: Simply stated, win. 

Erdman: To win a tournament and make it to Sunday at the U.S.     

Na-onal Championship again. 

Goetstouwers: It depends if I’m able to make it to Worlds this year.  

For the most part, I have the same goals as in 2014: Have fun and 

bring home some hardware.  We had our inaugural kubb tournament 

in Lamberton this fall.  I would like to increase the numbers of players 

and teams involved in the 2015 Hot Iron Days Kubb tournament in 

Lamberton. 

Oman: I am part of the Chaska Kubb team that is going to the 2015 

World Championship tournament.  We will be focusing on preparing 

for our trip and a goal of winning the world championship. 

 

In 20 words or less, describe Jason “JP” Larson.  

Braa: Jason enjoys every part of kubb from building sets, playing, or 

running tournaments. He is willing to teach anyone how to play and 

always has a smile on his face while playing. 

Erdman: Natural leader, great guy, and fun. 

Goetstouwers: The founder, leader, sponsor, and captain of Chaska 

Kubb who is kind, generous, and passionate. 

Oman: Everyone loves JP for his talents which range from being a 

great leader to his amazing sense of pleasant sarcasm. 

INTERVIEW: CHASKA KUBB  
The Brotherhood Behind Big Blue 
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Chaska Kubb at the Minnesota Kubb 

Open in Minneapolis (Jason Larson) 
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BATTLE OF THE BEST 
THE TOP 16 BELGIUM TEAMS FROM 2014 MEET AND PLAY  

Top Three: Champion: ‘T Is Gebeurd, Silver: 40+, Bronze: Kapido (Kris Obbers) 



 

For 10 days this summer I was one of 25 par-cipants in The Millennial 

Trains Project, a 10-day transcon-nental journey for young innovators 

to explore our genera-on’s most urgent challenges. Each par-cipant 

had a personal, professional, or crea-ve project that he or she worked 

on in each of the seven ci-es along the way. Between ci-es, we were 

joined by dis-nguished mentors to dig deep into conversa-ons about 

leadership, civic par-cipa-on, social innova-on, and aspira-ons for the 

future of our genera-on. The train became a mobile innova-on lab and 

everyone on board took inspira-on from the diverse landscapes 

through which we passed. Among those 25 par-cipants were several 

aspiring Kubb players. This is a story about how playful crea-vity, a 

mindset that you should always make your good ideas real, and access 

to new manufacturing tools facilitated a very fateful kubb experience 

on board the train. 

 

Inside our caravan of vintage railcars, we had access to the latest 3D 

prin-ng and digital craEsmanship tools in the Millennial Maker Space. 

EKOcycle, a CocaCola ini-a-ve to reduce waste from plas-c coke 

boTles by recycling them into new objects, paired up with 3D Systems 

to make the Cubify 3D printer, which uses recycled plas-c as filament. 

They converted our lounge into “an interac-ve environment designed 

for Millennials to discover how 3D prin-ng can create new businesses, 

transform en-re industries and push the fron-ers of American        

manufacturing, as well as the possible applica-ons of the technology to 

their own projects.”  

 

Toward the beginning of our journey, a fellow passenger, Tyler 

Metcalfe, and I discovered our mutual love for kubb. We had to pack 

preTy light for 10 days in the close-quarters of a train, so neither of us 

brought our Kubb set on board. So, we decided to 3D print a miniature, 

table-top kubb set. Neither of us had experience with 3D modeling 

soEware, so we were thrilled to find that we were not the first to have 

this idea. Another kubb-lover had already uploaded an open-source 3D 

model to Thingiverse, an online library of 3D models. Late one night we 

downloaded the file, loaded it to the Cubify printer, hit “print,” and 

waited with an-cipa-on for the next morning. We awoke to our very 

own 1/6th size kubb set.  

 

Playing on a moving train proved to be about as challenging as you 

would imagine. But as we rolled out of St. Paul toward Milwaukee, we 

enjoyed many raucous rounds of mini-kubb. We crossed the               

Mississippi and watched hundreds of miles of great Midwestern fields 

fly by and all the while people faced off on the mini-kubb field. Hoping 

to enlighten our fellow passengers, we did a bit of research on the  
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THE KUBB TRAIN 
A 3D KUBB SET ON A MILLENNIAL TRAINS PROJECT 

By: Sarah Smith - Palo Alto, CA 

Photos: Tyler Metcalfe, Washington D.C. 

The mini-kubb pieces sits finished inside the 

3D Systems CubePro Trio printer.  

Sarah Al-Khayyal, leE, and David Melo, right, learn the rules of kubb from Sarah Smith 



 

history of the game, which is when we discovered that Eau Claire is the 

Kubb Capital of North America. It couldn’t be a coincidence that our 

train was passing just miles south of Eau Claire at that exact moment. 

Some might say it was the rumbling of the train, but I am fairly certain 

that I saw the king wobbling toward the North, giving in to the         

gravita-onal kubb-pull of Eau Claire. It was with great delight that we 

learned about Kubbna-on Magazine and were instantly dedicated to 

sharing our story with the larger community of kubb players.  

 

Taken in isola-on, it would be easy to ignore the significance of the 

events that transpired: using a 3D printer to make a plas-c version of a 

game, connec-ng to an online community of people with shared     

interests, having Wikipedia at the -p of our fingers to instantly 

learn a few pieces of trivia. But in aggregate, this is a remarkable 

example of our new reality. We were able to have an idea,     

manifest a physical ar-fact of it, catalyze a social experience, and 

engage in a micro-learning moment that leE us all feeling awestruck. 

The experience embodies the spirit of the Millennial Trains Project – if 

you have an idea just do it, and then figure out how you can make it 

extraordinary. There is no reason not to go all out, and if your idea is 

good, it will only flourish and grow once you put it out to the world and 

let other people build on it.  

 

Tyler and I divided our mini kubb set in half. He stayed on the East 

Coast and I flew back to the West Coast. Someday we will meet again 

in the Midwest and have an epic mini-kubb reunion baTle.  

THE KUBB TRAIN 
A 3D KUBB SET ON A MILLENIAL TRAINS PROJECT 
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The 3D printed kubb set is made from ABS, a plasDc commonly used in 3D Print-

ers. Thingiverse, an online, open source library of 3D models, already contained 

a kubb set, which the MTP parDcipants downloaded and then scaled down to 

tabletop size. 
Sarah Smith faces off in a game of kubb at a dining table in a renovated 1956 Pullman 

Car while fellow passengers David Melo and Sarah Al-Khayyal cheer her on. 

 

 
 
 

Wisconsin Kubb 
 

Home of:  
Dallas, WI Oktoberfest Tournament 

- and - 
Kubbnation Magazine 

- plus - 
Year-round inkasting tips and techniques, blog, 

and more.  

2015 U.S. NATIONAL  

KUBB CHAMPIONSHIP  
JULY 10, 11, & 12 - EAU CLAIRE, WI 

REGISTRATION OPENS APRIL 1ST                 USAKUBB.ORG 

KID KUBB AND FRIENDLIES ON FRIDAY 
FIVE-YEAR BUTTONS FOR ALL FIFTH-YEAR PLAYERS 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT AFTER-KUBB PARTY 

TEAM DRAW JUNE 27 - THE PRE JUNE 28 

 

LINDSBORG MIDSUMMER’S 
FESTIVAL TOURNAMENT  

JUNE 20 
LINDSBORG, KS  
LITTLE SWEDEN, USA 

- 22 teams in 2014 - 

midsummersfestival.com 



 

An excerpt from 'Rebuilding Blocks: How Kubb Put My Life Back        

Together' by Garrick van Buren 

 

It doesn't maTer which ruleset we're playing by, which tournament 

we're in, or the size of our team - kubb is played one baton at a -me. 

That one baton's sole job is to topple a field kubb, a base kubb, or the 

king. Under the right circumstances it will topple them consistently and 

accurately. 

 

For me accuracy starts with removing all other thoughts from my head. 

Clearing my mind and focusing completely on the boTom of the target 

kubb topples it every -me. Always. Any single other thought           

guarantees a miss. Always. That single thought could be; a client issue, 

a disagreement with my wife that I didn't handle well, or how this   

baton throw could win the game. Even the hesita-on and self-doubt 

over whether this is the kubb I should be targe-ng. Once that other 

thought sneaks in, I'll miss. Guaranteed. 

 

I found the most effec-ve way to eliminate all other thoughts is to flip 

the baton coun-ng to 6 or 10 before I throw it. With each flip; I focus 

my mind on the target kubb, I confirm my body's approach, I confirm 

my loca-on on the pitch, I appreciate the weight of the baton, and   

confirm my grip. When I reach the final number, whatever number it is, 

the rest of the world has melted away - it's just me, the baton, and a 

single target kubb. I'm no longer thinking, only trus-ng. I'm trus-ng my 

body is in the most comfortable, successful posi-on. I'm trus-ng my 

mind to only be aware of the baton, the targeted kubb, and how to 

connect them. 

 

Just as a tennis player counts out bounces of the tennis ball before a 

serve, or a basketball player counts out bounces of basketball the   

before a free-throw -coun-ng baton flips is my pre-throw rou-ne. A 

rou-ne preparing both the mind and the body to perform at a high 

level consistently. 

 

In the spring of 2012, midway between the Loppet and the US Kubb 

Na-onal Championship, my focus, accuracy, and consistency on the 

kubb pitch had increased substan-ally. I wanted those same             

improvements off the pitch. I decided that meant finally establishing a 

regular medita-on prac-ce. Up un-l that point, every -me I had 

aTempted to sit and focus on my breath, my anxious monkey brain ego 

would get the best of me. I'd immediately jump up and execute on 

whatever ridiculously small thing it thought was more important. The 

moment my body would seTle, my mind would demand I keep going 

by immediately reminding me of the million -ny things my previous 

task was holding at bay. 

 

In the opening chapter of The Willpower Ins-nct, Kelly McGonigal     

Ph. D at Stanford, argues mindful medita-on is exercise. SiUng quietly, 

placing our aTen-on on the circle of our breath, then gently returning 

aTen-on to our breath when our mind wanders - this simple act     

prac-ced by so many for hundreds of years, is exercise. Exercise for the 

frontal lobe - the part of our brain responsible for long-term decision 

making, focus, and sustained willpower. 

REBUILDING BLOCKS: 
HOW KUBB PUT MY LIFE BACK TOGETHER 

Garrick with his wife Jen and his children Waverly, 

Augustus, Penelope, and Cooper. 

(Jen Piller Van Buren) 
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One cool spring weekend, Jen and I drove to a small, newly opened, 

resort on Lake Superior's north shore. Jen's goal - train for a half     

marathon. My goal - meditate. I brought no electronics, no cameras, 

no books, no client work. While Jen went on hour-long runs, it was just 

me and nature's s-llness. Nothing for me to do except echo the       

s-llness back. Within the s-llness of these three days, every weakness, 

insecurity, and vulnerability buried deep in my psyche surfaced like so 

many hideous leviathans. Once I returned to civiliza-on, my daily  

medita-on prac-ce became much easier to adopt. Usually, a single 20-

minute session before breakfast would serve me the en-re day. On 

difficult days, when I again felt overwhelmed and the frazzled monkey 

brain ego creeping back - I'll sit for another 20 minutes. 

 

In kubb, as in medita-on, my accuracy increased drama-cally when I 

started building my throws atop my breath. Whether a baton throw or 

kubb throw - I get my body in the throwing 

posi-on, take a deep inhale as I pull my arm 

back and then -me my exhale to the exact 

moment the baton leaves my hand. From 

ac-ng to powerliEing to running to kubb to 

medita-on, breath is the founda-on of all 

other ac-vi-es. A misaligned breath easily 

holds back performance. When I'm paying 

aTen-on to my breath, I'm paying aTen-on 

to my mind, which means I'm paying      

aTen-on to the task at hand. Without 

breath and mind aligned, the body will never 

be. 

 

Like digital bandwidth and lanes on the   

freeway, our organic brains have only so 

much bandwidth, the greater traffic volume 

the slower and less reliably it moves. The 

truth is, nothing in your life actually needs to 

happen in simultaneously, right now. That 

requirement is self-imposed and more about 

external signaling (e.g. "I'm so busy the only 

-me I can talk to you is while I'm driving") at 

the expense being fully present. Things can 

happen sequen-ally, asynchronously, and 

some-me later, usually with no downsize. 

 

Shortly aEer my second child, Waverly, was born, my mother-in-law 

stayed with us for a few days to help out. One aEernoon, I met her and 

my oldest child – a two-and-a-half at the -me - slowly returning home 

from a walk around the block. They'd been gone more than an hour - 

stopping at every spray-painted line on the curb marking a gas, water, 

or electricity line. The toddler demanded each color required a     

different kind of jump. My frazzled, sleep-deprived brain, frustrated at 

being unable to focus on professional concerns, nearly exploded at the 

tediousness they described. I asked her how she managed it:  

 

"This, is what I'm doing," she replied.  

 

Her combina-on of nonchalance, commitment, confidence, and 

straighXorwardness in describing the slowest possible walk around the 

block stunned me. She was absolutely right, there was nothing more 

important to do. Even as slowly as my brain was working I understood. 

I was frazzled and frustrated because I was mul--tasking. Even without 

the sleep-depriva-on a newborn brings, I was worried, anxious, and 

insecure, trying to minimize mul-ple poten-al nega-ve outcomes in 

my personal and professional lives. Turns out, the only answer is not 

doing more things, but doing fewer. Doing just one thing at a -me. 

Especially when it's spending an hour outside in the sunshine exploring 

the world through a toddler's eyes. 

 

No maTer the size, each team only has six baton throws per turn. 

Whether you're throwing or your opponent is - it's temp-ng to count 

the remaining batons aEer each throw. It's temp-ng to hold onto the 

memory of a momentum-changing shot. It's temp-ng to set aside a 

baton for the king shot before the first baton is thrown. Don't. Kubb is 

too dynamic game, every baton - hit or miss – changes strategy for 

both sides of the pitch. The only baton to focus on is the one in your 

hand, the one you're about to throw. All the 

other batons are ancient history or an     

unknowable future. Only the one baton in 

your hand is controllable. Commit to       

connec-ng this one baton and its one     

target. 

 

Back in the 2012 U.S. Na-onal Kubb      

Championship, the Kubbchucks were deep 

in a match with the equally skilled team, The 

Engineers. In the middle of the second game 

we were at a stalemate. Seven field kubbs 

were in play with no forward progress by 

either team. They'd throw in seven, they'd 

topple seven. I'd throw in seven, we'd     

topple seven. Back and forth, forth and 

back. Six batons toppling seven kubbs. The 

heat of mid-July's noon sun was wearing me 

down. I was exhausted and reeked of dirt, 

sweat, and sunscreen. I started talking to 

myself. 

 

What am I doing? 

 

Throwing in seven kubbs. 

 

How long have I been throwing in seven kubbs? Always? 

 

It doesn't maTer, it's what I'm doing right now. Commit to now.     

Commit to throwing in these seven to the best of your ability. 

 

This commitment in the midst of a malaise improved the placement of 

the field kubb just enough. Just enough for us to clear the seven field 

kubbs with five batons instead of six. Leaving one baton to be thrown. 

As Eric Anderson, the tournament organizer, walked over to call our 

match on -me, I aligned my breath, focused on my target, and threw 

the one baton toppling one more baseline kubb. 

 

The Kubbchucks advanced to the Championship bracket. 

 

 

You can follow Garrick on TwiTer @garrickvanburen 

REBUILDING BLOCKS: 
HOW KUBB PUT MY LIFE BACK TOGETHER 



 

ConsolaDon Results 

Gold: Team Ragnarok (Stoughton, WI)  

Silver: Team Kubboom - The Supernova (Eau Claire, WI)  

Bronze: Poplar Culture (Eau Claire, WI)  

4th: Hallman Lindsay Paints (Eau Claire, WI)  

2nd ConsolaDon Results 

Gold: Man Kubbs (Kasson, MN)  

Silver: Kings of the Kinni (River Falls, WI)  

Bronze: Kubbonic Plague (Milwaukee, WI)  

4th: Kubbacabra (Menomonie, WI)  

Gold: Team Knockerheads (Des Moines, IA)  
 

Silver: Kubbsicles (Eau Claire, WI)  
 

Bronze: King Pin (Chaska, MN)  
 

4th: Flippin’ Batons (Appleton, WI)  
 

Bästa Inkastare: Mark Blazel (Eau Claire, WI) - Kubbsicles  

Quarterfinals 

Kubbsicles (Eau Claire, WI) 2-0 

Furor Cel-ca (Madison, WI / Roscoe, IL / Belle Plaine, IA) 

 

Flippin Batons (Appleton, WI) 2-0 

Ringers (Eau Claire, WI) 
 

King Pin (Chaska, MN) 2-1 

X-Kubbed (Chaska, MN) 
 

Team Knockerheads (Des Moines, IA) 2-1 

Kubb Snipers (Appleton, WI) 

 

Semifinals 

Kubbsicles (Eau Claire, WI) 2-0 

Flippin Batons (Appleton, WI)  
 

Team Knockerheads (Des Moines, IA) 2-0 

King Pin (Chaska, MN) 

Final 

Team Knockerheads (Des Moines, IA) 2-0 

Kubbsicles (Eau Claire, WI)  
 

3rd Place 

King Pin (Chaska, MN) 2-0 

Flippin Batons (Appleton, WI)  

2014 Results 

Championship  

Consola-on 2nd Consola-on  

U.S. CHAMPIONSHIP 
TEAM KNOCKERHEADS DEFEAT KUBBSICLES IN FINAL 

16 



 

The U.S. Na-onal Kubb Championship had their inaugural Kid Kubb on 

July 11, 2014, the day before the Saturday of the U.S. Championship. 

12 teams and a total of 38 players took part in the tournament, which 

also crowns the U.S. Na-onal Junior Kubb Champion. Players have to 

be 12 years old or younger. All teams are guaranteed three –best-of-

three matches, and each match has a 30 minute -me limit. The top 

four teams advanced to the semifinals. All players received a U.S. 

Championship shirt and par-cipatory medal. The top four teams      

returned on Saturday morning and were awarded their respec-ve     

1st-4th medals on the podium in front of all the teams and spectators 

at the U.S. Championship. The medals were handed out by players that 

have their name on the Stapp King.  Below are some photos of teams. 
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U.S. CHAMPIONSHIP 
THE U.S. CHAMPIONSHIP STARTS ANNUAL U.S. JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP 

The Eau Claire, WI team Kubberinas at Kid Kubb. 

(SkyMoDn Media) 

Several of the teams (U.S. NaDonal Kubb Championship) 

Top Four: 

Gold: 

Kubbarate 

 

Silver: 

Ringers 

 

Bronze: 

Kubby Railroaders 

 

4th: 

KubBlast 



 

It’s an early October Saturday with excep-onally warm and sunny fall 

weather and we are at an urban park in the city of Basel. The top 16 

teams of the Swiss Kubbtour.ch ranking which represents all major 

three players kubb tournaments in Switzerland are mee-ng for the 

final showdown for the Masters Final. We are at the quarterfinals 

where last year’s high flyer “De Giuseppe und sini Kubbcrew“ from the 

canton of Aargau is mee-ng “The HA-Teem“ one of the top teams 

from the canton of Basel. Excitement lies in the air as the HA-Teem 

could just equalize to a 1-1 score in a best-of-three match and s-ll has 

all chances to make it to the semifinals. The atmosphere within the 

crowd is relaxed and friendly but s-ll everybody wants their team to 

make it to the next round.  

 

The HA-Team has the toss for the third set, but as the “Basel-3-Rule“ 

is applied, they can only start with throwing three batons. The idea 

behind the so called “Basel-3-Rule“ is that the advantage of the 

star-ng team shall be minimized which becomes especially relevant in 

the group stage of tournaments where oEen only one set decides 

over win or loss. 

 

The spectators suppor-ng the HA-Teem are in excitement aEer a   

perfect start with three base line hits with their three batons. AEer 

this, a strong reac-on is needed from Giuseppe to secure the spot in 

the semifinals. AEer a good inkast it looks like the pitch should be 

cleared with two batons. Going all in, Giuseppe takes all three kubbs 

with the first baton, having five s-cks leE for the base kubbs. First 

kubb down, some reac-on from the crowd. Second down, some 

shouts to be heard. 

 

While most teams would certainly get struck by too much traffic in 

their minds at this stage or certainly get a liTle bit nervous because of 

the huge support and big expecta-ons of the crowd, that’s exactly 

what makes Giuseppe even beTer. Under frene-c cheering by the 

crowd they also hit kubbs three to five passing eight kubbs into the HA

-Teems inkastare’s hands aEer only two rounds. Giuseppe took the 

win of this match and even secured themselves the well deserved 

Masters -tle later that day in a dominant final match against 

CheckeleU (previously two -mes WC semi-finalist) 

 

The extract from this match perfectly shows what Kubb in Switzerland 

is all about. Having a good -me with other kubb enthusiasts,          

compe--ve kubb sport at a top level, and innova-on. 

 

The history of kubb in Switzerland starts back in approximately 2002 

when Swiss exchange students came back from their term in Sweden        

bringing along a set of wooden blocks in their bags. In 2004 the first 

kubb tournaments were held, one of them being the “Sure Shot“            

tournament in Basel, which already took place for the 11th -me this 

year. From then onwards the kubb scene has constantly grown 

star-ng from the ci-es Baden and Basel which remain the two main 

kubb ci-es in Switzerland un-l today. 
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Compared to the general popularity of the game which has certainly 

increased during the last decade – there are many people playing the 

game in parks and you can find a kubb set in almost every toy store in 

the ci-es – the numbers of compe--ve kubb teams and tournaments 

hasn’t raised that dras-cally. Some of the kubb ini-ators from the 

early years have disappeared from the scene due to family reasons, 

some of the legends from the early days are s-ll around, and new 

teams are entering the kubb tournament scene from -me to -me 

giving it the needed revitaliza-on in order to keep the sport growing 

and changing. Recent examples are the re-red soccer players from 

the KC Reusstal – all in their 40s or even 50s, the mo-vated kubbers 

from the city of Brugg, and of course the youngsters from the KCUA 

with at least ten three player’s teams with many of them being good 

enough to stand on the top of the podium at any Swiss tournament. 

Rumors say, the KCUA movement has grown that big, that not even all 

of them know each other personally. The great thing with these new 

teams is not only to see new faces at the tournaments and get to 

know nice people but they are also upping the ante with their level of 

the game and organizing their own tournaments. The KCUA has been 

voted the tournament of the year for the second -me in a row. While 

last year’s win was probably due to 

the many KCUA teams allowed to 

vote, this year’s win was absolutely 

deserved with a perfectly organized 

tournament where you could feel the 

passion and dedica-on put into the 

game and the tournament, paying 

aTen-on too every small detail which 

is relevant for a tournament and 

even more details which were not 

really relevant but hence even more 

fun. 

 

Located in the center of Europe,   

Switzerland has approximately eight   

million inhabitants and is about half 

the size of the land area of the state 

of Maine. The small size together 

with an extremely efficient public 

transport system makes it easy and 

affordable for the teams to travel to 

the kubb tournaments across the 

German speaking parts of              

Switzerland. 
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Giuseppe winning the Masters Final 

Player sDckers 



 

In 2015, there will be a minimum of 13 tournaments being part of the 

Swiss “Kubbtour“ with the kubb season typically being from May un-l 

Mid-October. The tournament size varies from 40 to 100 three players 

teams. Every one of the Kubbtour tournaments is listed on the      

website of the Swiss Kubb organiza-on and every three players team 

can collected ranking points for the ongoing 365 days ranking. By the 

end of season the top 16 teams are invited to play the Masters Final 

and the leader of the ranking is awarded the kubb team of the year. 

 

The strong kubb scene and the loca-on in the heart of Europe was 

reason enough for the top teams from Germany and Belgium to travel 

to the Sure Shot tournament in Basel for the last few years. They were 

all impressed about the high level kubb played at Swiss tournaments. 

With a total of 18 interna-onal teams in 2014 and the high level of the 

Swiss teams, Robert Harnack – two--me World and three--me       

European Champion with Kubb’Ings – speaks about the three players 

tournament with the highest kubb level worldwide, ra-ng it even 

higher than the European Championships in Berlin. While the level of 

the average Swiss three players kubb team is apparently significantly 

higher compared to Germany or Belgium the German World        

Champions from Kubb’Ings and the Belgium top team T’is Gebeurd 

were able to win the tournament in 2013 and 2014. S-ll the high   

density of strong Swiss teams is certainly showcased by a eighth-final 

out of the Kubb’Ings in the 2014 edi-on or the “only“ third place in 

2013 of the best Swedish team consis-ng of one player from Team 

Ekeby and two from Menage a trois. 

 

Many of the top Swiss have been travelling to the European        

Championships in Berlin and the World Championship on Gotland for 

the last few years. With the recent podium placements at the Euros 

(2014 Brei-zone 2nd and Öpfelbaum 3rd and two 3rd and one 2nd 

place in the previous years) and the two last years in Sweden without 

any Swiss team within the final four (SMP Basel United came 3rd in 

2011 and 4th in 2012) the Swiss kubb scene is s-ll wai-ng for its    

interna-onal 1st place success. Watch out for names like Foyer     

United, La Familia (both KCUA), Brei- Theres, SMP Switzerland United, 

Team Panda and the infamous Whisky Boys at your next interna-onal 

tournament.  

 

In addi-on to the tournaments coun-ng for the Kubbtour ranking 
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9th Annual U.S. NaDonal Kubb Championship  
Eau Claire, WI  

Live Draw/Pre-Championship-June 27/28                                Kid Kubb, Friendlies, Pre-Kubb Party-July 10     

U.S. Championship-July 11/12 
Registra-on opens April 01  -  All skill levels and experience welcome.  -  Final 8 teams return Sunday for quarterfinals.                  

USAKUBB.ORG 

WHO WE ARE.  

WHAT WE DO.  

HOW WE DO IT. 



 

there is also the legendary Mighty Kubber a single player tournament 

taking place since 2006 and two indoor tournaments (one where you   

enroll as a single player and are then loTed into a new three players 

team for every round, at the other you are star-ng as a three players 

team and are loTed together with another three players team every 

round to play six against six). The first two and six players                

tournaments took place in 2014. 

 

Beside the different challenges these other tournament formats give 

you as a team, the really great thing is that you get to play with people 

you don’t know yet but all love the game of kubb outside of your   

tradi-onal three players team. 

 

The biggest difference between kubb in Switzerland and our European 

neighbors is however presumably the crea-vity and the innova-on in 

the kubb scene. 

 

In 2013 Marc Binder and Chris-an Gönk Meier put a lot of passion and 

work into the “Kubbini Album“. Similar to the “Panini“ s-cker album 

where you can trade and collect the s-ckers of the na-onal teams 

compe-ng in the soccer European Championship or World Cup, the 

album covers the main Swiss kubb teams. Extensive s-cker trading 

took place during the rain brakes at last year’s Swiss championships 

and by today everybody should have the completed Kubbini album at 

home with pictures of their Swiss kubb friends. A lot of crea-vity also 

goes into the trailers for the Sure Shot tournament done by Chris-an 

Horrisberger, the short clip on the 2014’s KCUA Cup, and the draw for 

the Kubbmaister tournament round robin phase, which was done in 

the style of a TV show. Last video again by Marc Binder and Chris-an 

Gönk Meier who both are playing in the six-player team Brei- Theres 

only losing in a very -ght match to Menage a Trois in 2014’s VM    

quarterfinals. You will defini-vely hear more from Brei- Therese or 

Marc’s three-player team Brei-zone, the current Swiss champion and 

also winner of the 2014 Kubbtour.ch ranking. 

 

 

 

 

Already from the early days onwards, kubb was a bit different in   

Switzerland. The crew organizing the Sure Shot tournament started to 

perform the king shot backwards through their legs which they’ve 

called the “Sure Shot“. Rumours say that the inventor of this shot is 

Benedikt Erbsland aka Lünde the man who also brought kubb to Basel. 

From back then the Sure Shot was made a rule at more and more 

Swiss tournaments. By today, every Swiss tournament plays with the 

Sure Shot rule and it’s even part of the official Swiss kubb rules.     

People playing kubb in the park for their first -me go with the Sure 

Shot and with the recent visits from Germany and Belgium the special 

shot is slowly star-ng to be used in parts of those countries too. While 

a Swiss top team may hit the king with ten out of ten Sure Shots, there 

is s-ll that small possibility that they may also miss and the opponent 

team will be able to turn the complete match. 

 

Other rule innova-ons are the already men-oned Basel-3-Rule - 

where the team which wins the toss can start with three batons only  - 

or that some of the tournaments are playing with the rule that all 

three team members alternate with throwing in the kubbs. The last 

rule is discussed quite controversially, as on the one hand side it    

certainly reflects the complete kubb skills of the whole team and 

hence, helps to determine the overall beTer team. On the other hand 

you will, at least it the short run, not see such top level throw-ins dur-

ing a complete match and it poten-ally also makes it more challenging 

for newcomers to aTend their first tournament. As kubb is living from 

this crea-vity and also an old Gotlandish saying goes “varje gård har 

sina egna reglar” (every backyard has it’s own rules) the Swiss Kubb 

Federa-on does not want to dictate any rules for their official tourna-

ments, only the rules for the Swiss Kubb Championship are binding, 

and of course the Sure Shot is a must! 
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Final Kubb Alpen Open 

Team Panda at the 2014 VM 



 

n the beginning there was… 

 

”… - Kägelkrig, eT kägelspel på fria marken utan annan materiel än 

klotet och käglorna, är eT utmärkt spel för barn. Käglorna äro 11 och 

ställas upp med en, "kungen", i midten och fem i en rad på hvardera 

15 m. afstånd från kungen. Man spelar helst en mot en, och 

kastet skall göras från någon punkt bakom kägellinjen. De käglor, som 

af motparten slås omkull, måste kastas öfver -ll denne, och spelet är 

vunnet, när ena parten eröfrat alla käglorna. Träffas kungen,  

är spelet förloradt. …” 

 

This is the oldest wriTen piece of descrip-on of a skiTles war game as 

close as possible to today’s game of kubb. Available on the Internet, I 

should say. WriTen and published in 1911 in the second edi-on of the 

Swedish Encyclopedia “Nordisk familjebok” (the Nordic familybook). 

 

My transla-on: 

”… - SkiTleswar, a skiTles game on the plain ground without other 

gear than the bowl and the skiTles, is an excellent game for kids. 

There are 11 skiTles to be placed with one, ”the king”, in the middle 

and five in a row on each side at 15 meters distance from the King. 

One rather plays one on one, and the throw shall be performed from 

any point behind the line of skiTles. SkiTles, toppled by the opponent, 

have to be thrown over to the same, and the game is won, when one 

player have conquered all the skiTles. If the king is hit, the game is 

lost. …” 

Spoiler alert! Did the Vikings play kubb? No, probably not… Most   

likely, not. They played a lot of sports and games, both insde and        

outdoors, and the drinking diTos, wow. But, not anywhere in the   

Icelandic sagas or other related literature, runestones or poems, we 

can find any examples of them playing some form of skiTles(-related) 

games. And nothing has shown up in any archeological excava-ons of 

Viking graves throughout Scandinavia. Sorry. 

 

The word “skiTles” seems to be a loan from the French word “quilles”, 

by the way. The German word is “kegel”. Probably there are not one, 

but a lot of “ancestor games”, preda-ng todays game of kubb. The 

oldest known kägel/quilles/kegel/skiTles game was found in an    

Egyp-an grave dated back to around the year 5200 (!) B.C. Now, take 

a short break and think of that for a while… 

 

…already the old Greeks… 

Let’s leap forward to the -me of Ulysses. When he was away, his wife 

Penelope was constantly aTended by a bunch of suitors. Here is a 

descrip-on from the man “Athenaios from Naukra-s”, found in the 

script “The Sophist supper”: “The suitors lined up in two rows, right 

across each others, and in the same manor the stones (“skiTles”) 
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By: Sören Wallin - Stockholm & Kärne i Burs, Sweden 

August 01, 2014 at Sören Wallin’s residence in Kärne i Burs on Gotland. LeQ to right: Peter Daun, Cole 

Vryens, Aaron Ellringer, Bengt-Arne Nilsson . Peter’s father-in-law Kurt made the king in 1987. It is the 

prototype of the first commercially made kubb set in the world. It's made from the core parts of the 

slow growing Gotland pine trees, thereby its amazing quality and conserved condiDon. Aaron is holding 

a copy of Kubbhanboken. (Ewa Jorenbo) 

By               For Eric Anderson and Jens Haraldsson,  

                                                           who started the dialogue  

quite some �me ago. 



 

where placed. Right between the two lines of baTle, a special stone 

was placed, as aEer the begum wore the name Penelope”. 

 

Ancient Egypt and Greece, we are in the Mediterranean area. Briefly 

we can count the Viking era as between the years 800 – 1050 A.D. We 

know they travelled to Spain as well as to the Kalif in today’s Istanbul, 

then the city of Constan-nople. At the balcony in the mosque “Aya 

Sofia” in Istanbul someone carved his ini-als in Runic leTers. It is right 

where the Kalif had his bodyguards placed when visi-ng the mosque. 

Let’s guess the SkiTles game probably went north, rather likely than 

the other way around? 

 

In the fourteenth century, a skiTles game called ”club-kayles” is 

known from England. It is actually illustrated in a book named “Queen 

Mary’s Psalter” from around 1310-1320 A.D. Another 200-years jump 

and we land in England of Henry VIII. We don’t know if he played any 

skiTles game, but we know that he banned them in an act of law. And 

“kegel” games where banned before, in Berlin in the 13th century and 

“quilles” games in France a hundred years later. In the early years of 

Henrys reign a law was passed in 1512 that 

banned the ordinary person from a whole 

range of games such as real tennis, cards, dice, 

bowls and skiTles. It was only at Christmas that 

rules were slightly relaxed in celebra-on of a 

religious holiday. 

 

Much ado about kubb 

William Shakespeare, in act V, let Hamlet use a 

metaphor to “loggats”, one of the banned 

games:  

“…Did these bones cost no more the breeding, 

but to play loggats with them? Mine ache to 

think on’t.”  

Loggats is a skiTles game played not with 

throwing bowls but with “kiTle-pins” which 

one could make out of both bones and wood. 

No bowles, just like in “club-kayles”. The   prac-

-cal use of kiTle-pins in daily life seems to have 

been for throwing down fruits high up and out 

of reach in the fruit trees. So, it is easy to think 

of a connec-on in the need of skills for both 

fruit hiUng and loggats hiUng. 

 

In a descrip-on of loggats from the book “Much ado about nothing/

Hamlet by William Shakespeare Comments by Pope, Steevens, 

Farmer, Johnson, Capell & Rove”, the game is played at: “A loggat-

ground, like a skiTles-ground, is strewed with ashes, but is more    

extensive. A bowl much larger than the jack of the game of bowles is 

thrown first. The pins, which I believe are called loggats, are much 

thinner, and much lighter at one extremity than the other.  

 

The bowl being first thrown, the players take the pins up by the     

thinner and lighter end, and fling them towards the bowl, and in such 

a manner that the pins may once turn round in the air and slide with 

the thinner extremity foremost towards the bowl. The pins are about 

one or two-and-twenty inches long.” Another descrip-on subs-tutes 

the bowl with a stake fixed into the ground. 

 

Pins/S�cks/Batons, or Bowls?  

It seems like the games in England where more into the first while 

Germans preferred bowls. “Club” seems at first to be used as the 

name of the pins/s-cks/batons (as in “club-kayles), but then the     

emphasis of the word came to be as a descrip-on of the organized 

mee-ngs where skiTle games where played – at the club. 

 

The German church reformist Mar-n Luther is said to have built a 

“kegelbahn” for his kids. Other German kegel games where 

“heidenwarfen” and “kammschieben”. The German kegel games also 

seems mostly to be played on built lanes. Maybe someone from     

Germany can tell us more about these related games another -me? 

 

In the year 1538, the word “kägel” appears for the first -me in the 

Swedish language, as a transla-on from La-n. The La-n word is 

“conus”. Following the kägel/quilles/skiTles/kegel/conus-lineage 

there are plenty of no-ons to be found in various European literature 

over the next decades. And the various games followed the culture of 

the immigrants across the Atlan-c. Germans can make a strong case 

saying they invented bowling, and they took it 

with them on the journey to the new country. 

 

Kubb, the first men�oning of the game 

The first nota-on of a game with the name 

“kubb”, in Sweden, is dated to 1931 in a book 

by a Gotland na-ve ethnologist, visi-ng the 

island Fårö, just north of Gotland. Fårö by that 

-me was an off side part of Gotland, being its 

own island, habited by fishers and farmers 

(living there, you were mostly both, to make 

ends meet). In this aspect, the game was 

“invented” on Gotland. It was also played all 

through Sweden at the -me, and with local 

names as well as rules, varying a lot. The 

name, for example, could be “slå kägel” (“hit 

skiTles”).  

 

The Na�onal Roman�c Era 

From where does this massive Viking              

connec-on to kubb come from? This is my 

alterna-ve theory. The late 19th and early 

20th centuries Europe was characterized by a 

huge fling for na-onal roman-cs. The era 

watched several states being born, a huge migra-on and largely  

growing wealth. A sign of the growing wealth was the start of the 

Olympic movement. At that -me, the athletes compe-ng were  mainly 

upper class members, militaries, etc. And the sports where also mainly 

the sports of the upper class. The idea of figh-ng each other’s       

countries within sports instead of wars were more solidly established. 

 

The local heritage was important during the -me, also admira-on of 

the classic cultures of the ancient Greeks and Egyp-ans. It could take 

some weird turns, like in Sweden, as well as in other countries, there 

where theories puUng the lost mythic city of Atlan-s within the      

borders(!). The na-onalism also demanded you to be proud of your     

ancient cultural heritage. In Scandinavia, you were proud of the      

Vikings who “ruled the world some thousand years ago, jolly raiding 

middle Europe, brutal and goodhearted, high on beer and poetry, 
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Wallin at the 2013 World Championship.  (Ewa Jorenbo) 
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figh-ng larger opponents forces by cunning them”. All the same went 

for France and the Gallic warriors figh-ng the Roman Empire, the    

Germanic tribes also figh-ng the Empire in the same jolly Viking way 

and for the Celts in Great Britain cunning the Vikings the same jolly 

way etc. etc. 

 

One can imagine the close rela-ons between the values of the era and 

aTaching and dedica-ng the history of a skiTles game, popular at the 

recent -me, to the Vikings. The introductory quote comes from an 

encyclopedia launched in 1911. There is nothing said about any       

connec-on, just my own reflec-ons of the coincidence of values and 

ac-ons. So, when the game “kubb” finally got recorded, the story was 

there. Who could live to tell? 

 

Oh, and the Olympic games where held in Stockholm in 1912. At the 

early Olympic games every hos-ng country showed a lot of their local 

sports. Therefore we know that old Gotlandic sports and games where 

introduced to the world, like “varpa” and “pärk”. But not kubb. 

 

Kubb on Gotland 

My first memory of kubb dates back to the late 1960s. I remember, as 

a kid, I was at the neighboring farm (where I always was a lot). They 

used to have farmwise man to man compe--ons involving various 

sports like varpa or clay pigeon shoo-ng. Seven, eight, ten farmers 

were involved and they were very serious about it, with prize money 

and even trophies. 

 

One of the events contained kubb. The court was set up as a large 

square, marked by thin -ghtrope. The pieces were not painted. I was 

not allowed to try. This is my memory. 

 

The most important rule in Kubb 

One thing I bear with me from these compe--ons is the rule: 

 “It’s always the rules of the house that apply” – meaning, at my house 

we play with my rules and at your house we play with yours. The rule 

conformed to all sports and games they prac-ced. In fact it also applie

(s/d) in local social life. Politeness demands when you serve the mix of 

coffee, sugar, and moonshine called “kaffihalve” (“coffeehalf”) at your 

house I drink it as strong as you mix it, even if I mix my own, and at my 

house you mix it as strong or weak as I do. 

 

This rule has interes-ng implica-ons. Some of us say that the rule is 

such an important part of the kubb culture and tradi-on that it should 

be respected as a part of the game. Just like there are local rules in golf 

(every golf course have its own decisions about certain issues), the NHL 

hockey league have some of its own set of rules, the NBA rulebook and 

the FIBA rule book is not corresponding at all parts, etc. 

 

Some will say that all tournaments should be played with World   

Championship rules and sized sets, point. The good stuff, the rule al-

ways provides the learning perspec-ve. Playing with other kids taught 

you other sides of life, playing with other (house-)rules brings you   

other aspects of the game, playing with other teammates inspire your 

thinking in different and some-mes  unexpected ways. 

 

JP’s Backyard Games
Proudly supports kubb in backyards and tournaments around the world 

Your sets are top notch. - 
Grant Scott 2014 National Champ 

We wouldn't trust anyone 
else to handle our wood.  

- Kubbsicles 2-time  

U.S. National Champs 

I've owned sets from almost every 
kubb manufacturer I know of, and 
built dozens myself; my all-time 
favorite is a custom, personalized 
set from JP's  Backyard Games.  
- Chris Hodges 2014 National Champ 

I play a lot of kubb, and 
when I do......I always play 
with a kubb set from JP's 
Backyard Games.  
- Mark Oman, 2014 North American 

1v1 Champion 

@ JP’s Backyard Games @jpsbackyardgames JPSBACKYARDGAMES.COM 

Tournaments that use  
JP’s Backyard Games sets: 

Beloit 
Chaska 
Dallas 

Decorah 
Des Moines 
Eau Claire 

Kasson 
Minneapolis 

Rockford 
Stoughton 

Thief River Falls 

U.S. National  
Kubb Championship  
King Level Sponsor  

JP specializes in outdoor games!  
kubb, bags and cornhole, washer sets, 

tower challenge, molkky,  
and custom designs. 



 
From the 1980s and forward 

Something happened on Gotland in the 1980s. Someone other than 

me beTer knows what, I’m for sure, but anyway. In the laTer part of 

the decade, kubb emerged suddenly in parks and gardens. There    

became a demand for kubb sets. By that -me Gotland had half a    

million mainly na-ve Swedish tourists coming in every summer. Visby 

found its role as one of the summer party centrals of the country. 

Even the in-crowd found its way, new restaurants where popping up. 

The Swedish state skipped a lot of important regula-ons and            

restric-ons and the yuppie-era flourished. Bar hopping at night,    

windsurfing and kubb during day-me. 

 

Honorable men�on. The first kubb sets for commercial sales in larger 

scale where made. The first prototype known s-ll around is at my very 

dear friend Peter Daun’s lawn in Visby, his late father-in-law being the 

first manufacturer around 1987. 

 

Be there or be square, a kubb game on every lawn. And the rules, 

where did they come from? Obviously various house rules were       

distributed. To play with “krock” (“hit”) was very common, also to 

throw at the king with the back at the king and the toss performed  

between the legs (this way of finishing the game is adopted in          

Switzerland as a rule). Sizes of the pieces in the set varied, but mostly 

they followed the common standard available in Swedish -mber 

yards. 7x7 cen-meters for the kubbs and 9x9 cen-meters for the King, 

same as the size of the poles for your porch fence. Batons diameter 

seTled for 4 cen-meters. There were four corner pins and no center 

pins. 

 

Honorable men�on. My very dear friend Eric Erfors and three friends 

of his wrote “Kubbhandboken” or “The Kubb Guidebook” in 1995. 

They did a very thoroughgoing historical research which is my main 

source and take-off point for the historical descrip-ons in this essay. 

The book brings about a lot of rules, and also -ps and treats for the 

game. Much like you today use the www.vmkubb.com website and its 

similar informa-on. 

 

Both Eric and Peter par-cipated in the 1996 

and 1997 World Championship; I was there 

and watched them. My own first public      

appearance as a kubb player was in Swedish 

na-onal TV4 in 1998 where a couple of friends 

and I played a game of kubb with the anchor 

man in the channel’s travel program series 

“När och eärran” (“Near and far”), as an      

example of a typical Gotlandic countryside 

ac-vity. 

 

A brief summary, what do we know so far? Or, 

the difference between knowing and certainty. 

Before we move on un-l today’s game, let us 

recapitulate. We are   certain the quotes from 

the “Nordisk familjebok”-encyclopedia is from 

1911, that kubb has a long tradi-on and excel-

lent pedigree as rela-ve to ancient skiTles 

games and finally that it was first men-oned 

in 1931. I am certain I saw the game on Got-

land in the late 1960s, we are also certain on 

the modern history from the 1980s, and how it all begun in Rone in 

1995 (more of that soon). As well, we are also certain that no parts of 

any skiTles related games have come up in daylight when excava-ng 

Viking tombs, and we can read what the Icelandic sagas and other   

poems say. 

 

However, this laTer certainty does not exclude the possibility that the 

Vikings played any form of skiTles game. And my theory of the       

na-onal roman-c era connec-on between then ongoing ac-vi-es and 

a Viking cultural heritage explana-on of origins is not knowing, just a 

guess. And there is s-ll a chance that the Viking raiders brought back 

skiTles games as loot. It becomes a ques-on of likelihood. 

 

My wish is that you Google all expressions in this essay, or try them on 

other social media, that triggers your curiosity! 

 

How come the World Championship happened in Rone? 

A modern ethnologist, Mr. Owe Ronström, performed a research on 

behalf of the local college in Visby on the development of the issue. It 

is based on interviews on site between 2004-2008. The paper is 

named “Kubb – Local Iden-ty and Global Connectedness in a Gotland 

Parish”. I have asked Mr. Ronström permission to quote the paper, as 

it best  expresses what happened in the 1990s in Rone.  

 

Many thanks to Mr. Ronström who kindly gave his permission, here is 

the quote: 

 

“From the early 1950’s Gotland’s popula-on dropped dras-cally. 

Many leE their farms, moved to Visby, and from there to jobs and a 

beTer future in Stockholm or other mainland towns. The 1970’s saw 

the birth of a new interest in the ‘old peasant society’, which halted 

the depopula-on of south east Gotland, as well of some other parts of 

the island. In Rone in the 1980’s, aEer a baby boom, a number of 

young educated professionals with personal experiences of modern 

urban life returned as young parents to their home parish. 
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They found a number of local resources and a well-developed           

infrastructure at their disposal: a habit of informal communality; a set 

of arenas and venues, from the school to the sports ground; and not 

least, a number of people who knew how to organize and make things 

happen. Using the local sports associa-on as their hub, they set off to 

restore the football team, stage popular variety shows, organize      

bazaars and small fes-vals. Following the common trend among       

Gotlanders in the 1980’s, they started to play kubb together. 

 

In 1995, at a board mee-ng in Rone GOIK, the local sports club, there 

was a proposi-on to arrange a small kubb tournament for the            

parishioners. At that -me Gotlanders had already started to arrange 

‘world championships’ in a number of local special-es, such as 

‘pärk’ (an old ball game), ‘bräus’ (a tradi-onal Gotlandic card game) 

and ‘dricke’ (a local old style malt drink). They did so not only for the 

fun of it, but also as ironic commentaries about the widespread        

discourse on backward Gotlanders and their funny endemic tradi-ons. 

So it happened that the board of the sports club came up with the 

idea to arrange no less than a Kubb World Championship in Rone. 

 

In 1995, the first year of the kubb WC, 28 teams showed up, most of 

them from Gotland. In the next year 59 teams showed up, of which 

many were from the mainland. The immediate success of the event 

posed a problem: What will happen if the popularity of kubb           

con-nues to rise, and if somebody, say in Germany, decides to       

arrange another World Championship? The organizers decided that 

the possible answers could only be nega-ve for Rone, and hurried to 

register their logo. 

 

To their surprise they found that copyright laws already protected the 

official rules of the championship since their publica-on at the sport 

associa-on’s website the year before. Was the parishioners’ fear of 

having their new inven-on overtaken by other and more powerful   

actors jus-fied? Yes. In 1997 a popular Swedish TV series called Salve, 

directed to a growing    audience of young Middle Age enthusiasts and 

live role players, introduced kubb as a fun, new medieval game in one 

of its shows. 

 

In 1998 the kubb game had  become so popular that it became       

interes-ng to a big Swedish toy and game company, Brio, which     

started to produce cheap factory made sets for the interna-onal    

market. They soon found the website of the kubb WC, with the 

‘official World Championship rules’, and decided to make a deal with 

the copyright owners, the sports associa-on in Rone, to include the 

rules with every set against a license fee. 

 

The next year, 1999, 121 teams showed up, two of which were from 

the Netherlands. In 2002 over 200 teams registered, out of which 11 

were from abroad. The organizers now thought that they had hit a  

limit. Since then there have been between 150 and 200 teams          

par-cipa-ng. The three day event aTracts 3-4000 visitors, who are 

served by up to a hundred local voluntary officials. AEer booming in 

the Nordic countries in the late 1990s, the kubb game has, in the past 

few years, become increasingly popular in England, Germany, Holland, 

France, as well as in the US and Canada. There are now several inter-

na-onal tournaments in Europe and the US.” 

 

 

The Kubb world championship as an 

early expression of globaliza-on! 

 

The game development since 1995 

The first rule that was decided about 

in Rone and really meant a difference 

to the games played at lawns aside 

the arena was to not play with 

“krock” (hit) (stacking of kubbs). The 

second such rule was to decide that 

kubbs that could be placed “in”, had 

to be raised that way. This implies the 

development of inkast skills over -me. Both rules also aim at one of 

the main characters of the game, already stated 1911. Kubb is a game 

where you constantly have to deal with, and take care of, both your 

own and your opponents skills (when throwing back and topple the 

field kubbs before you are allowed to hit the remaining base kubbs), 

at a constantly rising level of difficulty the longer the game stretches. 

And if you fail, the game turns in the opponents favor immediately. 

And those rules also called for the need of center pins in kubb sets. 
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A Look At The Early Years of the VM 

Answers are from: Anneli Winarve and Ronny Pe5ersson 

They live in Rone, Gotland, Sweden and were part of    

starDng the VM. 
 

Why did Rone GoIK start the VM? 

We were having a mee-ng in our club (Rone GoIK) and having big 

plans for geUng famous. We had seen people play kubb in their     

gardens and some of us had even tried, so we decided to have a small 

tournament. First we said: Rone Championship, then Gotland      

Championship, then Swedish Championship but we wanted to have 

our big secretary for the club in World Trade Center so we decided to 

call it the World Championship.  

 

How did the VM create the rules? 

The rules we discussed and are s-ll being discussed. Trying to make 

them to be best for the development of the game and not too difficult 

to be a referee at the games. It has been one of the hardest thing to 

get in order so that everybody can join the game but s-ll get the ones 

who are the best a chance to win.  

 

Where did the saying “Kubb unites people and creates peace on Earth” 

come from? 

We had a slogan compe--on and this was the best one! I think we 

modified it a liTle bit to get it so catchy.  

 

When you started the VM, did you have any idea how big it could or 

would get? 

As I said: We wanted to have an office in NY, but everything went on 

so fast. We couldn´t imagine that it would grow so big so fast. Now I 

think, everybody is happy that it s-ll doesn´t grow, because we can´t 

be any bigger in Rone - in that case we have to move the game and we 

are so proud of s-ll being in our small village and put it on the map like 

this! 

 

Owe Ronström (Owe Ronström) 



 

Honorable men�on! Then Terry Ekelöf and his teammates in Team 

Ekeby invented the largest development so far in compe--on kubb, 

“The Drill” inkast technique. This was a totally new way to master the 

difficul-es provided by the rules men-oned above. No other             

improvements have had close to such impact of the game as this     

inven-on. Today, it is very rare that any of the teams qualifying from 

Friday elimina-on don’t drill the inkast. It happens now and then, as a 

result of the open loTery, but it is very rare. I will not men-on        

anything more about “The Drill – The most important throw in Kubb” 

here. Kubbna�on Magazine’s own “The Drill Manifesto” covers most         

everything you have to know about the subject, don’t miss it, if you 

haven’t done it before, go download now! 

 

Another change from the early years in Rone is that nowadays most 

players throwing with their right hand, take stance with the right foot 

first. In the early years you saw many more players seUng up their 

right handed throw with the leE foot first. Not that they were a        

majority. I call this “the varpa style”, because when throwing the 

varpa at 20 meters distance you have to conform to this technique to 

be capable of throwing the 4-5 kilo varpa that far. A stance with the 

right foot first when throwing right handed is found in darts and when    

making free throws in basketball. It favors precision to power. To me 

this seems similar to “the Minneapolis step” in U.S. kubb, which for 

me seems to stem from the bowling run-up. 

 

Today’s throws, foremost at eight meters this is, also in general are 

harder performed than in the early years. Kubb tournaments are    

mostly held in open fields, where nothing stops the wind from coming 

into the game as some-mes a large factor. To avoid it you beTer 

throw low and hard, than making “rainbows”, which also is a varpa 

throw  feature. Another giE of the low and hard throw is that it is 

much harder to throw an unintended helicopter throw. 

 

The latest trends in Rone 

I have posted this in a thread on the ask.planetkubb.com site but I 

think it is proper to repeat it here, with some minor adjustments. 

 

Strong trends: 

 - Young teams, from Gotland as well as for the first -me from both 

Germany and Switzerland, takes huge leaps forward and managed to 

rout some established teams on their way to Sweet Sixteen.  

- Foreign teams get beTer and beTer all over the line. Nowadays, it's 

not enough to be born, raised, and living close to Rone anymore. For 

the first -me it was 50/50 between foreign and domes-c teams in 

Sweet sixteen. 

 

Trends:  

- About inkast, to succeed, a significant number of inkastare manage 

to bounce the kubb both leE and right aEer landing. Earlier years, only 

two-three players could do that with any consistency. 

- About aTacking the raised forma-ons, a significant number of teams 

tend to stay in front of the forma-ons using the baton bounces for 

damage, rather than the kubbs, and not running out in the corners for 

longer shots. It even became tac-cs, trick your opponents out in the 

far opposite "losers corner" for longer and unsafer hits. Coun-ng   

baton throws is important for not geUng fooled. 

- More players throw at the kubbs a liTle from one side, thus facing 

larger "hit area" (which then increases with 40%). 

 

Predic�ons 

Close to the end of this essay, I will try to predict some elements of 

kubb in the future. Hopefully this part will inspire your own thoughts, 

more than actually be regarded as THE future outcome. 

 

The game in general, I predict: 

The more skilled all players will be, the higher hit rate on eight meters 

throws, the more importance must be paid to how you place out your 

base kubbs on the line. Where do they stand safe on flat spots in the 

lawn? Do you put them up with regular distance, or irregular? Do you 

leave space for puUng up an occasional penalty kubb at the base line? 

More sparsely placed on the side behind the opponent’s inkastade 

field kubb forma-ons, thus avoiding accidental “doubles”? 

 

The more skilled an inkastare gets, the more importance must be paid 
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to how you raise the kubbs. Not just checking space between the 

kubbs, but the importance of corners, build forma-ons to trick the  

opponents out in the opposite corner and so forth. 

 

The “rules of the house” tradi-on will develop as a way to make the 

game tougher, the more skilled the average kubb player will get. Just 

like in golf, where they now build longer holes and trickier greens    

surrounded by lager and deeper bunkers. 

 

(This is more of a wish) Rone and Rone GOIK will develop its role to a 

“year-round kubb center”, just like the role of St. Andrews Golf club in 

Scotland has become to golf. The “world market of kubb” will soon be 

sufficiently large enough, for Rone GOIK to meet such a demand. It is 

one of the next steps they can climb, while connec-ng with one of 

their prime values behind star-ng the Championship in the first place. 

 

(Another “more of a wish”) Rone GOIK will enroll their first voluntary 

German speaking speaker for the tournament. Please? 

 

More teams will deliberately adopt subs-tu-on of players as a       

strategy for raising the total hit rate of the team during turns. 

 

Simula-ng models of the game will righXully lose importance. Bear 

with me on this one, I’ll try to explain. To me, models to simulate kubb 

games have to be counted as similar to, say, weather forecas-ng    

models. Transforming nonlinear data into a linear model to me sounds 

just like when Edward Lorenz discovered “Chaos theory”. Complex  

systems are systems that contain so much mo-on (so many elements 

that move) that computers are required to calculate all the various  

possibili-es. It is also almost impossible to decide a common star-ng 

point for all the factors that are included in the model, like wind,     

players strength, choice of kubb to throw at, fric-on of the grass. A 

-ny difference in ini-al parameters will result in a completely different    

behavior of a complex system, like a kubb game. The old Newtonian 

laws of physics are completely determinis-c: they assume that, at 

least theore-cally, precise measurements are possible, and that more      

precise measurement of any condi-on will yield more precise           

predic-ons about past or future condi-ons. The assump-on was   that 

- in theory, at least - it was possible to make nearly perfect predic-ons 

about the behavior of any physical system if measurements could be 

made precise enough, and that the more accurate the ini-al           

measurements were, the more precise would be the resul-ng           

predic-ons. Up to the Quantum Mechanical Revolu-on, because of 

Newton, people believed that things were directly caused by other 

things, that what went up had to come down, and that if only we 

could catch and tag every par-cle in the universe we could predict 

events from then on. Now, when “Chaos Theory” is the mathema-cal           

sub-discipline that studies complex systems, examples of these       

complex systems that Chaos Theory helped fathom are Earth's    

weather system, the behavior of water boiling on a stove, migratory 

paTerns of birds, or the spread of vegeta-on across a con-nent. Alas, 

to me this also sounds like modeling a game of kubb?  

 

Fundamentals 

Honorable men�on! Björn Görlitz of the German team FortschriT 99 

speaks a lot of the importance of the release point of the baton within 

a throw. Why is that important? Well, think of basketball. The sport 

was invented by the Canadian Dr. James Naismith, in December 1891. 

When I started to prac-ce it, a lot of types of shots where made that 

you don’t see today, like the underhand free throw. On the other 

hand, many types of shots exis-ng today where not invented yet, like 

the fadeaway jump shot. S-ll new shots appear, even though mostly 

as variants. Think of the “Dirk Nowitzki wrong foot fade away jumper”. 

Likewise the probability for developing new variants of kubb throws 

will never stop. Which brings us to the fascina-ng ques-on of: 

 

What are the fundamentals of kubb? 

First, why is that ques-on important? Well, what do we teach our    

children and all other newbies? To be able to spread a few but         

important fundamentals from the beginning will improve their ability 

to execute the game much faster than without. More fun, quicker. 

 

My guess is (predic-on) that we will likely spot more and more of the 

same behavior from the beTer players. Top kubb will look more and 

more alike. Much thanks to today’s social media and the spreading 

and availability of photos and film clips. The release of the baton     

during the throw is a fundamental. The grip, I think, also should be  

considered as one. Placement of feet. Power of the throw, from the 

arm or transferred by movement from the legs, just like in the          

basketball free throw. Also, a “follow thru” with the hand. Most sports 
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hiUng or throwing have a “follow thru”-fundamental of some sort, like 

the golf swing, tennis smash, bowling, or dart throw. 

 

Let us go through the eight meter base line throw. One of the           

fundamental throws of the game. I will not give you a “what’s wrong/

what’s right”, just my opinions, for star-ng a discussion, let’s say on 

“ask.planetkubb.com”. 

 

“The center which we evolve around is right in the middle of where we 

place our feet” I once heard the Icelandic author Einar Mar               

Gudmundsson say (great tale teller, don’t miss reading him!). Right 

foot in front of leE favors precision. If I turn the center point of my 

chest a liTle to the leE, I will make free way for my right arm to        

oscillate straight against my target 8 meters away. If I can get at least 

some power from my legs transferred to the throw, it means that the 

same amount of energy can be transferred from the arms func-on as 

power source to free it’s func-on as precision director. If I bend the 

knees a bit, I’ll make the power transfer possible, as well as being    

relaxed in my hips. My leE arm will work as a stabilizer of my balance. 

 

The grip. Ah, yes the grip. This is tricky, are there as many grips as there 

are players. But let us think about it, what we want from it. And then, 

we must bring in the release as well. Grip and release are the            

opposites. We want the grip to be firm and stable and yet with no   

impact at all of the baton at the release. From “hold” to “release” and 

when we let the baton fly, from that point we don’t want any effect of 

the grip influence the flight, even though the arm and hand makes a 

“follow thru” move. It is like holding the golf club. The pro will teach 

you that the grip should be just as strong where you don’t lose the grip 

when you swing the club and hit the ball, but it should be so soE that 

you don’t get -red in the hands by holding it. 

 

“The simple grip”. Just let your arm hang down, hand and fingers     

relaxed and kept grouped in contact with each other’s, except for the 

thumb. There is your grip! It favors straight release, because there is no 

twist of the hand or fingers connected to the movement. Palm up front 

and fingers at the back of the baton counteract power wise, making it 

able to control spin and release angle. Here is an interes-ng feature. 

You can model your amount of power in the throw by where you seize 

the baton! If you seize it close to the middle and perform the throw 

you will have a faster spin on the baton, and because you will transmit 

more power to the spin, your throw will fly shorter, than if you seize 

the baton close to an end and perform exactly the same throw with 

roughly the same amount of power. Then it will spin maybe half a lap 

and fly significantly longer! 

 

With this in mind you can find your own “point of grip” by using this 

technique. Every baton has its own balance point. Try and find it,     

before you take your grip. Hold your index- and long finger straight out, 

with the baton on top. Feel the balance, then apply your grip. Close to 

the center, or close to one end, or in between? What is my condi-on 

today, is there an upwind, where does my amount of power meet my 

need of precision? Find todays distance of 8 meter, as a throw. Maybe 

this is what players that have the rou-ne to juggle the baton a couple 

of -mes before they throw it does? UnwiUngly? 

 

Some remembrance. Let’s say you have your throw, your “A” throw, 

which you always try to perform. One day, for some mysterikubbious 

reason you will have to throw it harder, and here is the connec-on to 

Björn and his theories, the harder you have to perform “your normal 

throw”, the earlier you have to release the grip in the throwing mo-on. 

Why? Well, for various reasons I believe. I can come to think of two 

here. 

 

First, throwing harder most oEen means you perform your throwing 

mo-on faster than usual. That means that the mo-on close in at the 

release point at a faster pace. Second, and this is a bit trickier to      

explain, think of the power distribu-on. In the example above, seizing 

the baton close to the middle transforms more power to the spin. In 

this example, if you have any piece of finger or palm or both aTached 

to the “back side” of the baton, they will “push forward” the baton as 

long as they are in the “back swing” of the oscilla-on. At one point, 

your mo-on will reach the point where the power transformed from 

these aTach points will be directed straight forward. From that point 

(the front swing in golf), s-ll gripping the baton, the swing movement 

will make these forces to strive the baton upwards! 
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2014 World Championship 
Results 

 

Gold: Kubb’Ings (GER) 

Silver: Claire Mni - 2014 (USA) 

Bronze: Ménage A Trois (SWE)  

4th: Gloria Victis (SWE) 

- Kubb fellowship at its finest - 

Chippewa Valley  

Kubb League  
invites you to their annual: 

 

   Spring Fling - May 16th 

& 

Kubbfest - September 19th   
 

Both are located at Mitscher Park in EC, WI. 

Players sign up as individuals and play with 

and against new players each game.  

All skill levels are welcome.  

Find the CVKL on Facebook. 



 

This is perhaps most significant at the 4-6 meter game. Have you ever 

(I bet) seen (and done yourself, not to forget) players faced with a       

situa-on they believe crave an extra amount of power, to bring down 

a row of kubbs? And their throw pass the row way over the kubbs and 

the baton disappears somewhere a couple of pitches down? Most    

likely you find the explana-on in one or both of the examples above. 

 

This is why I recommend “the simple grip” to newbies, because it is 

easier to adjust, and it contains no parts of the hand remaining 

aTached to the baton aEer the release. Another strength of the     

simple grip is also that it contains no twists or turns of fingers, wrist or 

palm, which means you have less ini-al movements to adjust for at 

the release. 

 

Spin, heavy, or no spin, or just half a lap? I think this is like the           

basketball shot, different shots for different situa-ons. Jerry West, the 

former L.A. Lakers star once said “Every shot that scores is a good 

shot”. Let us keep that wisdom also for kubb. 

 

Past and future branding of kubb 

“Kubb unites people and creates peace on Earth” – the slogan of the 

Kubb World Championship. That is brilliant. Absolutely brilliant!     

Whoever, in Rone, that came up with it in the first place, it’s a catch 

phrase in the same manner as the old “Make love, not war”. A phrase 

embraceable by both someone in the military and someone in the 

“Ploughbill” movement. What a sentence to use, describing the     

virtues of both the game and the World Championship! 

 

Please no-ce the connec-on between the values implied by the      

sentence and “the most important rule in kubb” – “At my house we 

play with my rules and at your house we play with yours, the rules of 

the house always applies” – Respect for our cultural differences,      

respect for yours and my territory. UTerly important values crea-ng 

peace. 

 

 

This is our future responsibility! – Superintend the secular values of 

the kubb community. Our cornerstone. Our future legacy springs from 

all of us nursing, respec-ng, sharing, and applying them. Take care, 

kubb players, where ever you are! 
 

 

Sources : 

Games and Sports in the Viking Age 

Hurstwic 

hTp://www.hurstwic.org 
 

KUBB 

Local iden-ty and global connectedness in a Gotland parish 

Owe Ronström 

Refereed papers from the 4th Interna-onal Small Island Cultures Conference 

The Turku archipelago, June 17th-20th 2008 

hTp://www.sicri.org 

hTp://www.owe.ompom.se/ 
 

Kubbhandboken 

(The Kubb Guide Book) 

Annki Anderson, Eric Erfors, Ulf Jerneld, Nina Ulmaja 

Förlaget Kubb, 3:d prin-ng 2000 

ISBN 91-630-4542-7 
 

Much ado about nothing, Hamlet 

William Shakespeare, Alexander Pope, George Steevens, Richard Farmer, Samuel John-

son, Edward Capell, Nicholas Rowe 
 

Nordisk Familjebok, Uggleupplagan del 15 

hTp://runeberg.org/nio/0292.html 
 

Page about SkiTles history 

hTp://www.tradgames.org.uk/games/SkiTles.htm 
 

Roman-c na-onalism 

Wikipedia 
 

The Sports and Pas-mes of the People of England from the Earliest Period ... 

Joseph StruT 
 

Tysk-Svensk ordbok 1932 

hTp://runeberg.org/desv1932/1232.html 
 

A word to the sources 

These sources (except the book and the paper) are just examples of what is available on 

the Internet. Please be curious and browse for yourself. You might find out things I 

haven’t, and we are all beTer off with further new and extended informa-on! 
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GGGREATREATREAT   LLLAKESAKESAKES   KKKUBBUBBUBB   CCCHAMPIONSHIPHAMPIONSHIPHAMPIONSHIP   
At the tip of the mitt in Michigan - Alanson, MI 

40 minutes south of the Mackinac Bridge 
- Free camping on site - Trophies to top 3 teams - Best inkastare award  

 

Saturday, September 12 
- Minimum 2-player teams - $20/team - 

 

Benefit: The Fallen and Wounded Soldiers Fund of Michigan 
More info at: playyardgames.com 



 

The idea for the Eau Claire Eastside Hill Neighbor-

hood Derby came about the evening of the U.S.             

Championship Team Draw. The 1400 block of 

Hogeboom Ave. was hos-ng their annual block 

party and Shane Messner from the team La Kubba 

Nostra brought the idea up to a group of people. 

A tournament, only for residents of Eau Claire’s 

Eastside Hill neighborhood...a derby. Quickly, 

more ideas popped up, like the winners would get 

a flag that they could fly in front of their house for 

the year and they would bring the flag to the U.S.           

Championship.  

 

On a warm September day, the inaugural derby 

was held at Boyd Park, which was the site for the 

2009 and 2010 U.S. Championship. More than a 

dozen teams played. Teams consisted of a range 

of families, friends, new players, and past             

tournament winners. Two father-son teams made 

it to the Final. Team Kubboom vs. Ringers, with 

Team Kubboom taking home the flags.  

 

The next goal is for addi-onal Eau Claire          

neighborhoods to start their own derbies. AEer a 

few more neighborhoods have derbies, then the 

City of Eau Claire can have their own city-wide 

kubb derby where the top team or two teams 

from each neighborhood will compete, and the 

city kubb derby flag will be given to the winner for 

them to have for the year. 

31 Sunday, September  7th was a sunny and warm day on the Eastside Hill 

(Eric Anderson) 

EASTSIDE HILL NEIGHBORHOOD DERBY 
YEAR 1 AND FUTURE AMBITIONS  

By: Eric Anderson - Eau Claire, WI 

Teams consisted of adults, kids, adults with kids. At the end, Team Kubboom won the 

inaugural Derby. (Eric Anderson) 



 

Manne Winarve - Rone, Gotland, Sweden Mark Blazel - Eau Claire, WI 

THE DRILL - PART 2 
THE GRIP 

Two-Dme U.S. Champion and two-Dme U.S. Championship Bästa 

Inkastare winner Josh “Dobbie” Feathers demonstrates how he holds 

and throws a kubb to Pete Barsness at the 2013 U.S. Championship.  

Right: King Pin deciding how to raise a group of kubbs at the 2013 U.S. 

Championship. (Blind Photography) 

By: Eric Anderson - Eau Claire, WI 

All photos are courtesy of the player. 
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The goal of a great inkast is to put the 

kubb in your hand (leE) and have it do 

what you want it to do in the air, when 

it hits the ground, and aEer it hits the 

ground (above). In 2012, we said that 

the drill technique is the most         

important throw in the game, and we 

interviewed 15 players  around the 

world about how they inkast kubbs. 

This year, we look at the grip. On the 

next few pages, you will see how 21 

players hold kubbs when they use the 

drill technique.  



 

David Nilsson - Visby, Gotland, Sweden 

33 Andy Long - Eau Claire, WI 

Phil Goetstowers - Lamberton, MN Björn Disch - Basel, Switzerland 

Josef Björklund - Hemse, Gotland, Sweden 

Gregg Jochimsen- Eau Claire, WI 

John Oman - Chaska, MN 

THE DRILL - 

PART 2 
THE GRIP 



 

Bridget Long - Eau Claire, WI 
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Ryan Kolden - Thief River Falls, MN 

Inkasts clockwise 

Dana Oredson - Des Moines, IA 

Chad Bevers - Appleton, WI 

Jeffrey  Verhoye - Koekelare, Belgium 

Grant Sco5 - Des Moines, IA 

THE DRILL - 

PART 2 
THE GRIP 



 

Sco5 Graham - Eau Claire, WI 

Eric Goplin - Minneapolis, MN 
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Johan Lundin - Visby, Gotland, Sweden 

Chris  McDiarmid - Erin, WI 

Jesse Fraim– Kalamazoo, MI 

Erin Anderson  - Eau Claire, WI 



 

The U.S. has a lot of good kubb players and a growing corps of great 

players. In the team photo for players at the top of the list is Chad   

Bevers from Appleton, WI. We gave him the nickname “The Beast” a 

year ago for how he plays on the pitch, but just as importantly what he 

does off the pitch. Not only is he one of the top players in the country, 

he is also one of the most important kubb innovators in the na-on. We 

wanted to learn more about the Fox Valley Kubb Club (The Big Red  

Machine), their tournament The Clash of Kubb, and most of all, Chad 

“The Beast” Bevers himself. We wanted to know more about what he 

thinks about kubb, how he prac-ces and relaxes, and a whole lot more. 

 

Kubbna-on: We would like to present to you, Chad “The Beast” Bevers.  
 

Interview with Chad Bevers 
How long have you been playing?   

I've been playing kubb since 2006 but it wasn't un-l 2011 that I started 

to play in tournaments.  Back in 2006 we (FVK) were introduced to 

kubb at my parents 4th of July party.  It was a new game for all of us 

that my parents bought out of a woodworking magazine that           

summer.  We only played kubb once a year at their party un-l I googled 

Wisconsin Kubb the summer of 2010 and found out that this is actually 

a game that people really play and that the US Na-onals is in Eau 

Claire, WI.  September of 2010 I put together a small kubb tournament 

at a local park of which 9 teams played.  It was the beginning of FVK.    

 

 

What was your first tournament?   

My first official tournament was Rockford of 2011.  Two of my cousins 

and I teamed up as Fox Valley Force and made it to the quarterfinals 

and were eliminated by the Ringers.  2011 was my first year at the U.S. 

Na-onals. I played with my dad at Na-onals and were eliminated by 

Jason Larson's team. 

   

How many podium finishes do you have?   

14 podium finishes since my first podium in 2012.  

 

What tournaments have you won?   

My first tournament win was Loppet of 2012 with Chad Parsons.  It was 

our first tournament together and the beginning of Kubb Snipers. We 

also won Madison that same year.  Had no wins in 2013.  In 2014 I won 

the Loppet again this -me with Joe Pendleton from Minnesota. Parsons 

and I then teamed up for the fun, wild, and exci-ng Cabin Fever indoor 

Kubb tournament in Brookfield and won that one. In August, I played in 

Beloit's first kubb tournament with another member of Fox Valley 

Kubb, MaT Green. I was happy to win that tournament with MaT    

because it was MaT's first podium and first win of his kubb career.   

 

You have tradiDonally done well in cold weather tournaments. Do 

you have a secret or theory?   

I don't have a secret but you do have to be mentally prepared to     

endure the cold and changing playing surfaces more than anything 

else.  You have to be comfortable in playing in mul-ple layers of 
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Chad Bevers at one of his many 2014 tournaments. 

(Chad Bevers) 



 

clothes or throwing with a glove on or playing with cold feet. That  

tournament is more about being adap-ve and overcoming the         

elements more than any other tournament.  

 

Talk to us about having your third player at the U.S. Championship 

living five hours away from you and Chad.  

One of the aspects of this game is you don't need to prac-ce together 

to win. There no plays or playcalling, just you and your batons.  We 

communicate almost on a daily basis a few weeks prior to the          

tournament via email or messaging to get a feel of how prac-ce is   

going and what to focus on.  Other than that it's get up to the baseline 

and make your shot. 

 

Is kubb a game against yourself and/or your opponent?  

Kubb is more about yourself and your game than your                        

opponent.  What I mean by that is this, lets say there are 8 kubbs in 

play.  We drill 8 kubbs and the opposing team stands them up.  It is 

now about our game with six batons to clear the 8 kubbs at minimum 

(that's the first goal).  The opposing team can do nothing about it but 

stand and watch.  So when you think about it, are you really playing the 

other team?  The mindset is no, it's our 6 batons and 8 kubbs and the 

opponent doesn't maTer.  So geUng back to the example, we clear all 

8 kubbs with 6 batons and don't add any.  Now all the pressure is on 

the other team to at least clear 8 kubbs.  I tell my teammates it's not 

about who we are playing, focus on making your shots.   

 

You are known for finishing matches real quick, even when playing a 

lesser team. How do you stay focused?   

It's a mind set and that is to play our game no maTer who our          

opponent is.  We go in with the 'No Mercy, Never Quit' mentality.  But 

don't get me wrong, we always help our less experienced opponents 

with their game, during and aEer the match. 

  

 

Three words that describe Kubb Snipers.   

Focused, Determined, Persevere 

 

What is your theory on inkasDng? Do you have a strategy?   

I personally like to have a liTle bit of space between my kubbs when I 

drill.  I think this allows for more kubb and baton ac-on.  If the kubbs 

are so -ghtly packed together, there is liTle to no ac-on with the 

kubbs or batons IMO.  This is just our theory here at FVK. 

 

What are your personal and team goals for 2015?   

For me personally 2014 was a very busy kubb year. I loved it but as we 

know most of us have families, and I need to find a balance. So moving 

forward to 2015, I am looking at playing in only a few tournaments at 

this -me and limit my travel. Team goals, I am challenging Flippin'   

Batons to con-nue to improve. 

  

What does the Big Red Machine mean to you?   

The heartbeat of Fox Valley Kubb 

 

When looking for a teammate, what are you looking for?   

The main aTribute I look for is one that has the never say die             

aUtude.  We all make bad shots, but how does a person respond to 

that shot is what I look for.  Do you let that shot affect you moving  

forward or do you focus on your next shot and not let it bother 

you?  The game is never over un-l the king is down.  For pure             

compe--on, I'm looking for Kubb Warriors. 

 

How does The Beast prepare for a tournament?   

I like to prac-ce how we will play.  For example, if it's a 3 person     

tournament I will prac-ce only holding 2 batons the few weeks prior to 

the tournament. If we are playing as a 2 person team I will hold 3     

batons.  I usually prac-ce daily for about 20 minutes to a half hour at 

minimum a couple weeks leading up to the tournament.  One rule I 

have though is I never leave the pitch frustrated.  Confidence in your 

game is everything in my opinion. I prac-ce every aspect of the 

game.  From a king toss to a kubb rescue and everything in between.   

 

What is your favorite part of the game?   

I love when two teams are baTling back and forth with 7,8,9,10 kubbs 

in play.  It's like a challenge that is being sent back and forth.  I totally 

enjoy those hard fought baTles way more than winning a game in 3 or 

4 turns.  

INTERVIEW: CHAD BEVERS 
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Shields were given out to Clash of Kubb winners in 2012 and 2013.  

LeQ: Beard Strong (Kubb Snipers) win 2014 Cabin Fever Indoor Tournament 

(Chad Bevers) 



 

 1 vs. 1 or 6 vs. 6 which one would you rather win?  

I would love to win a 6 vs. 6 format for sure. I wanted to be the first to 

win a non 6 vs. 6 tournament with 6 people. We made a go of it in 

Madison with the Team Revolver. Came up a bit short but I think it's 

s-ll achievable. It wouldn't be easy but man would it be a great       

challenge. 

 

Most people talk about Chad Bevers the player. Let's talk about Chad 

Bevers the kubb innovator and tournament director. Fox Valley Kubb 

Radio, starDng your own tournament, building kubb in the Fox Valley, 

introducing shields as trophies three years ago and a RecreaDonal 

Division two years ago, and King Karl. Where does all of this come 

from?   

I'm a adventurer and not afraid to try new things.  Once I realized that 

people really liked to play kubb and it is more than just a game from a 

woodworking magazine, I decided to organize a tournament.  Also not 

afraid of taking the path less traveled, which is why I decided to have 

two divisions at the Clash of Kubb. I believe we were the first            

tournament to implement this and I know the locals love it because 

they are less in-midated from signing up knowing that they will not 

play a really good team like those in Compe--ve. It gives teams a 

choice which I like and I think the FUN factor is increased for both    

divisions.  

 

The shields were inspired from the Trophies from Aaron Berry at the 

2012 Madison Kubb Tournament.  Parsons and I really like the idea of 

the Chalices and thought that it played well with the Viking theme.  So 

we looked into something different and thought the shields were a 

great idea. 

 

As far as FVK as a group, we wanted to see some colors and fun stuff at 

the tournaments.  We bought a 16E feather flag to mark our camp at 

each tournament.  Not only that but have our own mascot in King 

Karl.  Karl is very popular with the players at the tournaments as he 

gets his picture taken quite a bit.  Just something fun we wanted to do. 

 

You did FVK Radio. What did you learn from it?   

It was a fun experience while it lasted and was a total test of the waters 

to see if we could make it go.  Evan and I put in our own personal -me 

and money into it because we love the game and thought others might 

like to here a bit a chat on it.  I think people would rather be playing 

kubb than listening to a couple of dudes talking kubb.  

Top three kubb memories?  

My first tournament victory at Loppet in 2012.  Teaming up with my 

daughter at the Clash in the Rec division and geUng her some         

hardware.  She played really well, made all the king shots.  Watching 

Flippin' Batons surprise some teams last year at the US Na-onals.  I was 

so happy for them. 

   

The Clash. You started a Rec division a couple years ago. How has it 

worked?   

I think two divisions is working great for us. Listening to what others 

were saying and by asking ques-ons of how to make new players     

experience more enjoyable, we came up with the Recrea-onal         

division.  Two years ago we had 6 teams that consisted of father/

daughters in the Rec division.  With 3 of those teams making the top 3 

respec-vely.  I know that teams sign up knowing they will be playing 

teams that are like skilled, with most teams having no to very liTle 

kubb experience.  I think its great that teams with liTle or no              

experience can go home with some hardware each year and say they 

won the Clash. 

 

FVK. What does it mean to you? Where do you see it in five years?   

Fox Valley Kubb is family.  We love to get together for fun games, 

laughter and celebra-on of togetherness.  I think FVK is not afraid to 

help out where ever it is needed.  We are always one of the first groups 

on the pitch to give a helping hand 

to the organizers.  I am proud of 

our members for that.  I would 

love to see us having a couple of             

tournaments or leagues a year 

here in the Fox Valley.  We have 

the populace for it from Green Bay 

to Oshkosh. Many hands make 

light work. I would love to see 

more people ac-vely playing and 

make it a household name here. 
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Part of The Big Red Machine in Dallas, Wisconsin. Right: Kubb Snipers (with Ma5 

Green) at the 2014 Beloit Tournament,  Top: Kubb Snipers (with Joe Pendleton) win 

the 2014 Loppet. (Chad Bevers and City of Beloit) 



 

 We oQen hear how some people find inkasDng to be therapeuDc. Are 

you one of them? If so, how so?   

I call it my zen.  Inkas-ng is therapeu-c in that when you are focused 

it's just you and the kubbs, and the everyday stresses of life are       

temporarily non existent. Kinda feel refreshed aEer some -me         

inkas-ng.    

 

You menDoned you wanted to win a non-six player team tournament 

with a six-player team. Are you sDll interested in trying to do that?   

I think it would be a great challenge and if five other kubb warriors   

wanted to give it a go. I would love the opportunity to be the first to do 

it. I oEen think, we are the pioneers of this game. Will people look back 

and talk about us? I don't know but it sure is fun to think about and fun 

to make some history. In my opinion we are building something special 

and its great to be a part of it. Especially something so posi-ve that 

brings so many people together to enjoy and celebrate together.   

 

What part of the game do you think is the best part of your game?   

The ability to stay cool and focused when in a intense compe--ve 

game. I think when you are talking playing at the elite level, in order to 

get there and stay in it, you have to be able to control your              

emo-ons. There are some really good teams out there right now but in 

order to take it to the next level, you can't let who you are about to 

play get in your head.  I know there are players who focus too much on 

their opponent and they get nervous and anxious before they even 

step foot on the pitch. In order to take it to the next level, the elite  

level, you have to stay focused on your game. It's not about who you 

are playing but rather confidence and focus on your game, one toss at 

a -me. 

  

Now to get to the answer you may have been looking for..... I would 

say it's my 8m game. 

   

What does Chad Bevers bring to a team?   

A friendly, focused, skilled leader that is confident in his game. And 

some whiskey.... :) 

 

Are you a be5er kubb player on a 1, 2, 3, or 6-player team?  

And why?   

Wow, this is a tough one. I would have to say the 2 person team. It 

allows for the most batons to be thrown as a team. I may be a bit    

biased because all the tournaments I've won were with 2 players. I 

don't consider 1-person a team, but it does give a great test of your 

overall kubb skills and how they match up with others.  

    

What part of the game do you think you need to improve the 

most on?   

This past year I had too many penalty kubbs perhaps because I was 

being a bit more aggressive with inkas-ng.  So I would like to dras-cally 

reduce those. 

 

Whether it is in-person at a tournament or from home while you are 

on the road at a tournament, your wife Sandy is a huge supporter of 

you when you play. What does that mean to you? What does that 

give you as a player? 

My wife is a huge supporter of us when we play.  I remember in 2013 

when we arrived at our hotel in Eau Claire for the Na-onals, I opened 

up my backpack and there was a post it note.  It said, "I love you, be 

amazing".  It means a ton to know my best friend has my back and  

supports me even though I am taking personal -me away to do this.  So 

hats off to all the wives and girl friends of the players. But most        

importantly I want to say thank you to my amazing wife for her        

unflappable support at tournaments.   In our backyard its a different 

story.... :)  Not sure if you've seen my wife and Jill Parsons and Joanna 

Green at a few of the tournaments with the T-shirt that says "I love my 

Kubb Sniper".   It adds a bit more mo-va-on for sure.  

 

Your teammate Chad Parsons. Who is he as a player and person?   

He's a warrior on and off the pitch.  Never bats an eye at any challenge 

he faces.  A great asset to Fox Valley Kubb and a great friend.   

 

How does Chad Bevers relax?   

There are many things that I like to do to relax and unwind. I love to sit 

around a campfire with friends and family, like to garden in our three 

raised beds in our backyard. Love to go to the range and get some   

target prac-ce in or some spor-ng clays. I like to game a liTle, mostly 

in the winter months. Or just chilling on our deck with a cold beverage 

(preferably Whiskey).   

 

How has kubb changed your life?   

I don't know if it has changed my life but is has allowed me to meet 

some amazing people and build rela-onships that I never would have 

been able to do.  Kubb is what brought the Bevers and Parsons families 

together. Kubb truly does unite people and create peace. It's         

something that I personally want to build on.  

INTERVIEW: CHAD BEVERS 
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3RD ANNUAL     

NNNNORTHORTHORTHORTH    AAAAMERICANMERICANMERICANMERICAN        

1 1 1 1 VVVV. 1 C. 1 C. 1 C. 1 CHAMPIONSHIPHAMPIONSHIPHAMPIONSHIPHAMPIONSHIP    
    OOOOCTCTCTCT    24, 2015 24, 2015 24, 2015 24, 2015 ----    CCCCHASKAHASKAHASKAHASKA, MN, MN, MN, MN    

- - - - 

Hosted by JP’s Backyard Games & Chaska Kubb 
The last kubb party of the year. Whether you are at the top 

or the bottom you are playing kubb amongst friends.    
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Baton 1: From 2012 in Rockford to Claire Mni-2014 

May 19, 2012. Eric Goplin and Cole Vryens (Tad Kubbler) were in   

Rockford compe-ng in the Rockford Swedish Historical Society Kubb 

Tournament and the idea to go to the World Championship started. It 

was finalized in early 2013. In October 2013, we played as the team 

Tjugo Fjorton (Twenty Fourteen in Swedish) at and won the Dallas 

Oktoberfest Tournament, U.S.’s only 6-person team tournament. 
 

Claire Mni-2014. Claire is from the word “Claire” in Eau Claire. It is 

French for the word “Clear”. Mni is from Minneapolis. Mni is the    

Dakota Sioux word  for the word “Water”. 2014 was added. Claire Mni 

was for 2014, and perhaps it would be the only year it would exist.   
 

Baton 2: 600 percent  

There is no beTer feeling in kubb than to be 100 percent as a team 

and wan-ng to be on the same baseline as your teammates. To be 

100 percent as a team, each player has to be 100 percent in their own 

self, so we needed to be 600 percent. Some players can have success 

and/or don’t mind not being 100 percent sold on their team. That was 

never going to be the way for Claire Mni-2014. That would equal no 

fun or success. Whatever it takes for each person to be 100 percent is 

acceptable, unless it reduces another player’s 100 percent. We knew 

we had played very limited six-person kubb, and we accepted that. 

We also accepted that we were all experienced, and all of us have had 

success. Regardless, we knew we had to be 600 percent, nothing short 

would do. ScoT needed to ride a bike from Visby to Rone, so he did. 

Aaron needed to wear his kilt, so he did. We found our 600 percent. 
 

Baton 3: Friday 

The World Championship surprised all teams by singing parts of each 

na-onal anthem of teams that were present. For us, hearing the U.S. 

anthem seemed like the culmina-on of all the work and prepara-on 

that went into playing in the World Championship. It is no secret that 

we had tears in our eyes and some came down some of our cheeks. 

We stood there, our arms were around each other as we stood quietly 

in a line, proud. We listened. We watched. We felt. 
 

The start of Game 1 of our first match went as poorly as we could 

have imagined. Perhaps it was emo-ons from the anthems, or the 

wind, or a host of a bunch of things. It took us several turns to finally 

knock over a baseline kubb. We were never in a posi-on on Friday 

that we thought we could or would lose a match or even a game, but 

we did not play the way we expect ourselves to. Our newspaper and 

radio interviews, mee-ng so many wonderful people, and handing out 

giEs that we brought relaxed the mood. However, we knew we would 

have to play beTer on Saturday...in the Group of Death...much beTer. 

We had advanced to do what we came to do...play on Saturday. You 

could cut the pressure on Friday evening with a knife. Any quality 

sleep on Friday night was a luxury. 
 

Baton 4: Group Of Death 

We oEen heard we were in the Group of Death: Team Ekeby, SMP 

Switzerland United, another Friday qualifier, and us. There is no lack 

of confidence with many Saturday teams. It seemed especially so with 

the young Gotland teams, Germans, and Swiss. They are all good and 

like us, kubb is part of who they are, and they expect to do well. We 

knew we needed to enter the arena and warm up like a team that 

wanted to finish high that day. We all prepared ourselves that      

morning to be 100 percent each. We arrived ready to look the biggest    

giants in the eyes and give them our best shot. We would not blink. 

Would it be enough? We would find out.  

The ground was rock hard. If a kubb landed two or three inches from 

where you were aiming, it could likely end up two or three feet (or 

more) away from where you intended. AEer SMP beat Ekeby in Match 

1, a Claire Mni loss to SMP would take SMP to the final 16 and not us. 

Soon, other Swiss teams surrounded the pitch and a host of others 

came and watched. Looks over to Peter, Gunilla, Jöran, and Per-Sune 

made us feel we were not alone on the journey. We stuck with our 

three two-person pod strategy and kept our mantra ”Know yourself. 

Trust your teammate.” As we hung with SMP, the Austrian team Kubb 

Me Amadeus arrived and could not believe what was happening. They 

followed us the rest of the day. AEer bea-ng SMP, we played the 13-

-me world champions. If Ekeby wins, there is a three-way -e for first 

and a six-baton throw-off. We beat Ekeby in our second turn in Game 

3. There is a story from the 1983 Stanley Cup Final. The defeated 

Oilers walked by the Islanders’ winning lockerroom and were 

surprised there was no celebra-ng. The Islanders had used every bit 

of energy to win the game and the Cup. There was no big celebra-on 

for Claire Mni aEer the win against Ekeby...there is too much respect 

for Ekeby, we were too exhausted, and we weren’t finished yet. 
 

Baton 5: Humble, but hungry 

When the draw was released the week of the WC, more than a    

handful of people commented to us that they felt bad for us, and it 

was unfortunate we would be in the same Saturday group as the top 

Swiss team and Team Ekeby. Eventually, hearing that got old. We  

traveled with the saying “Humble, but hungry”. No team would be 

more humble and no team would be more hungry. Being the first all 

American team, you have to be humble. Traveling that distance and 

wan-ng to make the playoffs gave us unbelievable hunger. During the 

SMP match, aEer inkas-ng a group, Eric A. screamed to his team-

mates so everyone around the pitch could hear, “Nobody believes in 

us, but us! Nobody!” From the side of our baseline, a watching Jöran 

Lind smiled and replied back, “I believe in you.” It was true, he did.  
 

In the playoffs, aEer bea-ng what has been recently the second best 

German team and a young Gotland team, we found ourselves in “The 

Cage” playing the semifinals. AEer bea-ng the top current Swedish 

team, the crowd really took to our side. Soon, Born In The U.S.A. was 

being sung by the crowd and chants of U.S.A. were being yelled. 
 

In the Final, aEer we lost Game 1, one of the Kubb’Ings told us, “One 

more game.” Aaron Ellringer turned to the crowd. With two fingers up 

on each hand, he yelled at the crowd “Who wants two more games?” 

With cheers and chants of U.S.A., the crowd responded that they did. 

We opened with a four kubb open and finished off the defending 

World Champions in our second turn. There was going to be a rare 

third game in the Final, and the crowd showed their apprecia-on with 

more signing of Born In The U.S.A. and chants of U.S.A.  
 

Baton 6: Silver can never be too loud 

AEer the Final, we made our way back to Ogges i Rone to celebrate 

with Per-Sune and Ingegerd. The sun was now down and the evening 

was cool. We walked into their house, took off our shoes, but not our 

medals. They had open-face sandwiches and Per-Sune’s Gotlands-

dricka wai-ng for us on their table. This was the house Jöran grew up 

in, and he was there as well. We all talked. We all laughed. We all  

enjoyed. We all celebrated. With that, the volume of the party       

increased. One of us said to Jöran, “Sorry that we’re geUng loud. We 

can try to be more quiet.”  
 

Jöran responded, “Silver can never be too loud.”  

CLAIRE MNI - 2014 WINS WORLD SILVER 
INSIDE THE FIRST COMPLETE AMERICAN PLAYER TEAM 
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CLAIRE MNI-2014 WINS WORLD SILVER 
INSIDE THE FIRST COMPLETE AMERICAN PLAYER TEAM 

41 Claire Mni - 2014 was the first team to compete at the World Kubb Championship with all its players 

from the U.S.A. Four players were from Eau Claire, WI and two were from Minneapolis, MN. They 

won the silver medal aQer losing 1-2 to the defending World Champion Kubb’Ings from Germany in 

the Final. This photo is aQer Claire Mni - 2014 won Game 2 of the Final. 181 teams competed in the 

2014 World Championship. 

PracDcing in Stockholm on Tuesday. A Gotland beach on Thursday. Friday aQer Group Play. 

AQer winning the Silver. 

Saturday night party at Ogges i Rone. 

Sunday in Visby. Before playing Team Ekeby. Winning Best Player in the Final. World Championship 20th Anniversary.  

Photo: Jens Haraldsson 

Videos: youtube.com/user/Rekubblikanen 

Photos: Claire Mni - 2014  
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SKYMOTION MEDIA’S MAGIC  
RELEASES GAME OF THROWS AND HOW TO PLAY KUBB 

On March 29, over 80 people showed up at the Volume One 

Local Store and Gallery in Eau Claire, WI to watch the world 

premiere of the short film Game of Throws. Simultaneously, 

the Des Moines Kubb Club also hosted a viewing party, in Des 

Moines, IA. The short film followed the top two teams in the 

U.S. in 2013, Kubbsicles (Eau Claire, WI) and Team          

Knockerheads (Des Moines, IA), on their journey to try and 

win the 2013 U.S. Championship.  

 

In the film, there is a  three minute animated video  that   

describes the rules of kubb. SkyMo-on Media released the 

video shortly aEer the world premiere, and it currently has 

over 14,000 views. You can find both videos, and a whole lot 

more, at: vimeo.com/skymo-onmedia 

By: Eric Anderson - Eau Claire, WI 

U.S. Championship Webshop  
 

Keep warm this winter  

with our USA KUBB winter hat.  

 

Fits kids and stretches to adult sizes. 

 

usakubb.org 
 



 

NORTH AMERICA TOURNAMENT INFORMATION 
2015 DATES AND U.S. CHAMPIONSHIP CHANGES 

In 2015, there will be a few changes at the U.S. Championship. These 

changes have been made to help make the Championship fairer, reward 

more teams for their performances, and allow more people to aTend 

the Team Draw and Pre-Championship. 

 

Group Winners 

Star-ng in 2015, all group winners from the previous year will get a   

preferred seed, in addi-on to all the teams that make it to the final 16 

teams. Previous year group winners will be randomly drawn at the 

Team Draw and placed in groups that do not have other group winners 

or the top 16 teams from the year before. If there are more group    

winners and teams that finished in the top 16 than groups, then some 

groups may have two group winners (non-top 16 teams). 

  

Open 

Star-ng in 2015, the U.S. Championship will use the 2, 4, 6 open in all 

games. As in past years, before the match starts, the two teams will 

throw at the king to see who is closer to the king. The team that wins 

the king toss will get the op-on of deciding what team will throw first in 

Game 1 (and subsequently Game 3, if needed) or what side. If the team 

that wins the king toss picks what side they would like, then the team 

that lost the king toss gets to pick what team will throw first in Game 1. 

All games will start with the first team throwing two batons. Their    

opponent will throw four batons. Then the team that started the game 

with two batons will then throw six batons. From then on, both teams 

will throw six batons. The U.S. Championship rules state that no player 

may throw more than two batons in a turn. However, the rules will  

require that two different players throw the two batons on the first turn 

and at least three different players divide the four batons on the second 

team's first turn, when only four batons are thrown. So, for the second 

turn of the game, when four batons are thrown by the team that did 

not start, two players will throw one baton and one player will throw 

two batons. If a team has more than three players, the team can       

distribute the batons to four different players, but are not required. 

  

Pre-Championship 

The Pre-Championship date is changing to the Sunday aEer the Team 

Draw, which is two weeks prior to the Championship. In 2015, the Pre-

Championship date will be June 28.   

  

Kid Kubb 

Pitches at Kid Kubb will have a designated coach to help par-cipants 

with rules and ques-ons during the match. This will include helping with 

ques-ons regarding raising kubbs, helping the par-cipants feel         

comfortable in calling illegal throws on themselves and/or their        

opponents, and other aspects of the game. 

  

                               By: U.S. Na-onal Kubb Championship 

Captain Ken’s Kubb Tournament  at the Loppet - January 31 

Minneapolis, MN 
 

Ely Winter Fes-val Kubb Tournament  - February 7 

Ely, MN 
 

The Leinenkugel’s Kubb Championship  - April 25 

Chippewa Falls, WI 
 

Rockford Swedish Historical Society Tournament - May 2 

Rockford, IL  
 

Chippewa Valley Kubb League Spring Fling - May 16 

Eau Claire, WI 
 

U.S. Midwest Kubb Championship  - May 30 

Madison, WI  
 

Canadian Na-onal Kubb Championship - June 6 

OTawa, Ontario  
 

Kubb In The Zoo - June 13 

Kalamazoo, MI 
 

Kubbing to Kick Cancer - June 13 

Kasson, MN 
 

Lindsborg Midsommar Tournament - June 20 

Lindsborg, KS  
 

Co-Ed Kubb Challenge - June 20 

Madrid, IA 
 

Pre-U.S. Championship Tournament  - June 28 

Eau Claire, WI 
 

Kid Kubb 2015 (U.S. Junior Championship) - July 10 

Eau Claire, WI 
 

U.S. Na-onal Kubb Championship - July 11 and 12 

Eau Claire, WI 
 

Iowa Games - July 18 

Ames, IA 
 

Corn-O-Kubbia - July 18 

Stoughton, WI 
 

Nordic Fest - July 25 

Decorah, IA  
 

Beloit Kubb Tournament - August 1 

Beloit, WI 
 

Fox Valley Clash Of Kubb - August 15 

Appleton, WI  
 

Kubb in the KeTle - September 5 

Delafield, WI  
 

Kubb at the Beach - September 6 

Milwaukee, WI  
 

Great Lakes Kubb Championship - September 12 

Alanson, MI 
 

Hot Irons Day Tournament  - September 12 

Lamberton, MN 
 

Des Moines Fall Kubb Klassic - September 19 

Des Moines, IA 
 

Chippewa Valley Kubb League Kubbfest - September 19 

Eau Claire, WI 
 

Dallas Oktoberfest Tournament - October 3 

Dallas, WI 
 

North American Singles Championship - October 24 

Chaska, MN  
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Kubbnation Magazine would like to thank 
everyone that contributed to this edition of 

Kubbnation Magazine.  
 

Kubb unites people and creates peace on Earth. 



 

 

DALLAS, WI OKTOBERFEST  
KUBB TOURNAMENT 

OCTOBER 3RD 
- ONLY 6-PERSON TEAM TOURNAMENT IN U.S. - 

Play six-player team kubb next to the world’s longest brat, homemade lefse, chili, music,  
Valkyrie beer and barmaids, cannon blasts, bald eagles, and more.  

16 TEAM LIMIT - MORE INFO: WISCONSINKUBB.COM 
REGISTRATION OPENS AUGUST 01 7th Annual 


